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STABILITY AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS AT HIGH AND LOW ANGLES OF ATTACK
AND EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN ENGINE SHROUD, FIN, AND DRAG PETAL
CONFIGURATIONS FOR THE BOEING 0.008899-SCALE PRESSURE-FED
BALLISTIC RECOVERABLE BOOSTER, MODEL 979-160
By
R. L. Hanson, R. G. O'Brien, M. Y. Oiye, and S. Vanderleest; TBC
ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were carried out in the Boeing
Transonic and Supersonic Wind Tunnels during January and February 1972 on a
0.008899-scale model of a proposed pressure-fed Ballistic Recoverable Booster
(BRB) configuration. The purpose of the test program was to determine the
stability and control effectiveness of the basic configuration at high and
low angles of attack, and to conduct parametric studies of various engine
shroud, fin, and drag petal configurations.
Six-component force data and base pressure data were obtained over a
Mach number range of 0.35 to 4.0 at angles of attack of -5° to 25° and 55~
to 85° at zero degrees sideslip and over a sideslip range of -10° to +10° at
angles of attack ranging from -10° to 72.5°. Two-component force data were









































speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
pressure coefficient; (Pi - Pex»/q
Mach number; via
pressure; N/m2 , psf
dynamic pressure; 1/2pv2, N/m2 , psf
unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
angle of attack, degrees
angle of sideslip, degrees
angle of yaw, degrees
angle of roll, degrees
mass density; kg/m3, slugs/ft3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
base area; m2, ft2
wing span or ·reference span; m, ft
center of gravity
reference length or wing mean
aerodynamic chord; m, ft
wing area or reference area; m2 ft2,
moment reference point
moment reference point on X axis
moment reference point on Y axis



























CAF fore body axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
CIM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qS1REF
CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
CBL rolling-moment coefficient; rolling momentqSb
stability-Axis System
fore body drag coefficient; CD - eDt
side-force coefficient' side force
, qS
pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSJREF
































Fin Normal Force Coefficient;
Fin Normal Force
q Sf
Fin Hinge Moment Coefficient;
Fin Hinge Moment
q SfR.f
Fin Reference. Area, in2
Fin Mean Aerodynamic Chord, in.
Fin V6 deflection angle with respect to
a plane passing through the body center-
line at 30 0 dihedraljtrailing edge left,
positive (see fig. 9)
Trim tab deflection with respect to water
line; positive trailing edge down.
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Model coaponents Tested:
Basic Model 979-160 body, axisYMBetric with approxi.ately
hemispherical nose; lid. 4.17
B5 body with alternate nose: lid. 4.90
Model 979-066 engine shroud with 5.70 flare anglei fabricated
in segments to accept fin V3 in tri-fora or cruciform arrange-
ments.
Basic Model 979-160 engine shroud With 12.90 flare angle,
shroud S3A is designed to pera1t fin deflections with Ve,
shroud S3B i8 mUltiply-slot~Q~ to accept Vs or V9 in var10ua
locations.
Alternate 979-160 engine shroud with triangular base.
Alternate 979-160 ~ngine shroud with radiused leading edge
and zero flare angle.
445 ft 2 fins based on Model 979-086.
Basic Model 979-160 fins, contoured, tapered, and deflectable,
Sexp = 675 ft 2/fin.
V6 fin with two-component (NF, HM) balance installed: mounted
on left side on S3A'
Alternate fins to mount on S4: Sexp = 565 ft 2/fin.
Alternate rectangular fins to .ount on S3B or S5: Sexp =
675 ft2/fin.
Slab-sided fins similar in planfora to Ve, to .cunt on S3B
or 85; Sexp = 675 ft 2/fin.
450 fin flaring (simulated split rudder) mounted on aft por-










750 fin flaring mounted at Ieadine edge of V3.
450 fin flaring mounted on aft portion of Ve.
Trim tab mounted on 84 wi th 300 deflection angle.
Trim tab mounted on 84 with 750 deflection anele.
Ree t augul a r drag ~kirts with vary1ne area. and asp,ct raUos.
Paddle-shaped drag skirts.
Tapered drag skirts.
Dimensional data for the model ca-ponents are provided in Table III.
Model Component Combinations Tested:
See Table II.
Control Surface Deflections Tested:
Trim Tabs:
0°, -400 , -60°, -800 with respect to a plane passing through
the body centerline at 300 dihedral.
30°, 75° with respect to water line.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel is a closed return tunnel operating at
Mach numbers up to 1.2. The 8' x 12' test section is slotted to minimize inter-
ference in the transonic test regime. Plenum pressures are controlled by re-
entry doors downstream of the test section. Models are normally sting-mounted
on a strut with a nominal angle of attack range of ±15°. The stagnation pressure
is approximately atmospheric giving a maximum Reynolds number of 3.95 x 106 per
foot at M = 1.1.
The Boeing Supersonic Wind Tunnel is an intermittent blowdown tunnel ex-
hausting to atmosphere. Air is stored at 145 psia in two 38-foot diameter spheres.
Flexible plates, forming the nozzle sidewalls, are adjusted by ten hydraulic actu-
ators to vary the Mach number from 1.3 to 4.0 in the 4 x 4 foot test section.
Models are usually sting mounted on a strut that gives an angle of attack range
of ±17.5°. Starting and stopping loads can be alleviated by the use of proximity
plates.
TEST CONDITIONS
The model was sting-mounted on the Boeing 610 "dogleg" sting which permits
a large range of pre-bend angles to be selected for high-a testing beyond tunnel
pitch limits. Yaw runs were made by setting the sting pre-bend angle, then
rolling the sting and model gOo, and yawing the model in the tunnel pitch plane.
Force data were measured with the Boeing 658S six-component internal
strain gage balance and with a two-component fin balance. Base pressures
were measured at six locations and used to correct balance data as described
under Data Reduction. Schlieren photographs were taken during selected runs
in the Supersonic Tunnel.
Grit-type trip strips were applied to the body, shroud, and fins as shown
in Figure 4. Screw holes and gaps between fins and shrouds were filled with red
wax in the Supersonic Tunnel and with Magic Bond in the Transonic Tunnel.
Configuration variables included nose and engine shroud geometry; fin and fin
flaring geometry, location, and deflection angle; drag petal geometry, location,
and arrangement; and trim tab deflection angle.
The noses and engine shrouds were interchangeable and mounted directly
onto the centerbody section. Fins were then mounted on the engine shrouds.
Fin deflections for V6 were set by installing interchangeable incidence blocks
which positioned the fin at a fixed, repeatable angle. Shroud S2 was fabricated
in six segments to permit triform and cruciform arrangements of fin V3 • Shroud
S3B was fabricated with multiple slots to accept fin Vg in four different positions.
8
Fin f1arings were mounted either at the leading edge or on the aft portion
of fins V3 and V9• Separate model parts were used to simulate the varyingdeflection angles.
Ten different drag petal configurations were fabricated in sets of eight.
The petals were mounted at either the leading or trailing edge of the S3 shrouds
and were tested in varying number and arrangement.
The configuration variables summarized above are more closely defined in
the model sketches in Figures S through 16.
DATA REDUCTION
Aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the model were measured with the
Boeing 6S8S six-component internal strain gage balance. Base pressures were
measured in six places, and the data were used to determine a correction to the
measured axial forces. Base pressure corrections to pitching and yawing moments
were also made when testing the basic configuration (BSS3) at high angles of attack
in the Supersonic Tunnel. Balance cavity pressures were measured but were not
used in the data reduction.
The data were reduced to coefficient form using the following reference
dimensions:
S = reference area = 9.7S0 in2
1 reference length 14.683 in for BSSx ;
17.283 in for B6S3
Ab base area = 20.208 in2 for BSS3' B6S3, BSSS;
13.163 in2 for BSS2 ;
14.7S in2 for B3S4
Abn = area of base segments = Ab/ 6
P free stream static pressure, in psi
Pbn base pressure acting on Abn ' in psi
9
= horizontal distance to centroid of Ab ' positive to
right of vertical centerplane n
= vertical distance to centroid of Abu' positive above
horizontal centerplane
Moment data were reduced about a reference e.g. located at 60% of model
length:
body B5: MRC located at MS 5.873
body B6: MRC located at MS 6.913
A two-component (normal force and hinge moment) balance was installed in
fin V6F mounted on the left side (paired with a non-instrumented fin V6 on
the right side) of shroud S3A' The measured fin loads were reduced to
coefficient form using the following equations:
CNFIN C Fin Normal Force= Nfin =
qSf
CLMH Fin Hinge Moment
qSflf
where Sf = fin movable area = 7.309 in2
If = fin m.a.c. = 2.136 in




T EST BTWT 1282/BSWT 557
I:
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 3.0 x 106 2.9 Var. 100 0 - 175 0
.9 3,7 4.9 Var. 100 0 - 175 0
1.05 3.9 5.6 Var. 1000 - 175 0
1.3 7.9 10.4 70 0 nom.
1.4 7.8 10.4 70 0 nom.
2.0 7.7 10.4 70 0 nom.
2.7 9.0 10.4 70 0 nom.
4.0 10.5 lit 7.9 70 0 nom.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































f()DEL COMPONENT: BODY - B5~..;.....---..;:~---------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC MeDEL 979-IGO R<E$URE - FED
BRB SODY ANP--:..;::;N.;::;.o~SE=- _
18
TABLE!!! (continued)
K>DEL COMPONENT: BODY - Be~~-~-----------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 8A.S\G 978-160 80DY WITH ~NSTANT
DEC5LERATIoN t-JoSE:
, DRAWl NG NUMBER: Model', ~.o. \232 -12. I 1'2.~b -I -4
, J .)'
DIMENSIONS: ,FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length IGI ,6 pr 17,2831tJ
Max. Width 33,D fT 3,524 It\!
\
3'3,0 Pr ' ,Max. Depth 3,524 ,~
Fineness Ratio 4,90 4,'00
Area
Max. Cross-Sectional 855:3 Fr 2 9,754 IN2. .
Planfonn 4820 fT 2 54.95 ItJ2
Wetted 15,000 Fr" 17(.5 (~2




GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC. MODEL B7B-tGo F/f\JS
V~: CONTOURED, TAPERED I DEFLE.GTA8Lc-
V6F : SIMILAR. To Vp , WITH Z -GOMPOtoJENT 13AL.AtJCC,
. Vs: SLAB-SIDED J C{)tJsrAtJr THICl\tJESS I Nol\t- DE.FLEc..TA8LE-
V6,1: St\ME:. AS V6 { vJ 1m FIN BASE. REL.IEVED To ACCOMMoDATE:; DR~G PETALS.

























MODEL COMPONENT: _V...;;.3~ ..,...- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BASIC MODeL 978 - 06~ flI-JS To









Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inbld equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord




















MODEL COMPONENT: __V--'7l--. _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ALTERNA.TE fftJS TO MOUJ\)T ot-J
ALTE:RtJAT6 SHRoUD 54__- _
DRAWING NUMBER: SO. '236-26, -27
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area (expoSed) 565 FT2 7.57 HJ'2.
Span (equivalent) 74 Fr 7,92 IN
Inb'd equivalent chord 38 fr 4-.05 ItJ
Outbid equivalent chord \2.9 FT /.38 IN
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
~
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outbid equ;v. chord
Sweep Back Angles. degrees
Leading Edge 30 "31.7
Tailing Edge 0 0
Hingeline -
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) -
NASA-MSFC·MAF
TABLE III (continued)
MODEL COMPONENT: _V--=.8 _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ALTeRNATe REGTANGtAL.AR F'ltJS






Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
f,75 Pr2 7. b'3 (tJ 'Z.
7b.8 r-=r 8.Zo If\)
20.16 Pr Z"Sb IIV
20, (9 PI 2.156 ltV
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge
Tai li ng Edge
Hingeline








MODEL COMPONENT: _--..:.f.--",:-- _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 45° FIN FLARING (SPLIT RUDDER)
MOUNTED ON AFT PORTION OF FII\J Vs
DRAWING NUMBER: S.O. 1232-$
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area 110 FT2 ).25 IAJ 2
Span (equivalent) /8.6 fT /.99 IN
Inbld equivalent chord e.e Fr 0,95 IN
Outbid equivalent chord 2.BFT .30 I~
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inbld equiv. chord 0.37 0.37
At OutbId equiv. chord .29 .29








MODEL COMPONENT: __F_2~.I -+- _






Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inbld equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord






















MODEL COMPONENT: _.;...F..;:::;3 ~----------








Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inbld equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord























TABLE II I (contini.u~d}
, '., .:";
·K>OEL COMPONENT: .:;.;St-4~R..;.::;O.;;;.:UD:..--_. ...;5;.;:3'--__•__~ ~------......;..--














Planform (Increment fOBs) .






















KlDEL COMPONENT: .:;;,:SH.:.:.;R:.:;,OU:.:D;.,..-_S..;;..::.2 . _
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: C~GltJ6 "SHRoUD8ASED ot'J MODEL 979- 066
DRAWING NUMBER: S,O. 1'2.02-7
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length 2f:>.7 Fr 2.848 IN
Max. Wi8th 36,3 Pr 4,094 IN
36,3 Fr 4,094 IN
" t
Max. Depth
Ftneness Ratio - -
I . '
Area
Max. Cross-Sectional (150 fTZ, 13.lbS tN'
Planfonn (lricre~ent tb B&) ]6 fr2 D,Bl ItJ 'Z.
Wetted (In,re~ent fb 65) 240 frz ," 2,7 IN"
Base 1150 Frz f3,IG3 ,N z
28
TABLEtI!' (~()ndJlu~d)·.·. .' .
, " . ,'. . .' .~
t«lDEl.·COMPONENT: '. ·· .. SHROUD·· - '.54-" .'..
--_........-.....:...--:-........,;----........,;--~-----
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: At..TEgNATE~J8hlGkB.AR-r3ASc €NGI"'E.
_-¥§HBOUD fc?B .. MOD€=Ld ~79-1GOWITK ~IMULAT,;;;;;;;;,ED _














.' '." . .
.'.' ····DRAWING NUMBER:
. Max. Cross-Sectional
Planfonn (inc.rement to Bs)
Wetted (Increment iT> 85) .
·.Base
.Trim Tab
lzeo Pr' · 14.75 IN2.
2.30 Frz Z,f,5 It-J"2.-
'. bSoe(Z- 7.4 1t0L
-'2;20 frz 14.75 IN2





GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ALTERNATe GOtJSfAt\)T- DIAMer€& 8J60lNE



















P1anfonn (Increment to 5s)




































Trip Strips and Base Pressures
Bodies B5 and B6
Engine Shrouds S2 and S3
Engine Shrouds S4 and S5
Fin V3
Fin V6 and. V6F
Fins V7 and VB
Fin V9
Drag Petal Axial Location and Arrangement
Drag Petal Planforms Dl through D5
Drag Petal Planforms D6 through DIO














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(A) CN, CAF, CLM VERSUS ALPHA
CN VERSUS CLM
(B) CY, CYN, CBL VERSUS BETA
(C) CBL, CYN, CY VERSUS ALPHA
(D) CN, CAF, CLM VERSUS BETA
(E) CN, CA, CLM VERSUS ALPHA
CN VERSUS CLM
(F) CBL, CYN, CY VERSUS BETA
(G) CN, CA, CLM VERSUS BETA
(H) CN, CAF, CLM VERSUS MACH
(I) CLMH VERSUS ALPHA
(J) CLMH VERSUS BETA
(K) CNFIN VERSUS ALPHA
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~Z.84~ F="'\N V7(REF)
BODY B& (REF) §:
.714 R











~~~G-L------~~, .J.::L-~.534 ~ r6· (TYP)

























































































































































































Tabulations of the plotted data and corresponding
source data are available from SADSAC Operations.
53
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V6 CRD8401) 21 JUN 72 PAGE 1
BASIC CONFIGURATION IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA























































SREF , •.,'00 SQ.IN.
LREF 14.45830 INC..ES
BREF 14.45830 INC..ES
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BASIC CONFIGURATION IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-4.Q









SREF 9.7500 S(L IN.
LREF 14.8830 INC'1ES
BREF 14.8830 INCMES
XIlRP 0.8000 L800 Y
VIlRP 0.0000 tNCMES
ZIlRP 0.0000 I NCIiE S
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3V6 CR08401) 21 JUN 72 PAGE 4
r' i I , i I f r I I ' f , i ,rrr-rr'rrr-r-rr'·r.-o-r-r'J~ i I I I ' .;C I I Ilr-JI~
I
.. i I 1:1~ I I ,.. 1__3~
~ I .. cs- ' ..;~ ~', ..;b.- I 1 ~.--1=3'" ~ I .,
-
:n.-o 1 -----.,
--:/p .... I ...., .o.o.u I
"1
~ ~ ..;~ - -;::r- Oo
~It:J~ -H"-- ,~ I.....-~
~~~= ~v v I.... --J::lr" ....- ~~ ~
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BASIC CONFIGURATION IN PITCH. HIGH ALPHA
".0
5fl 58 flO fl4 flfl fl8 70 72 74 7fl 78 80 82 84 IIfl aa 90

















D 1.100 OATA HIST. COOE
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
0.000




54 58 58 80 82 84 88 88 70 72 74 78 78 80 82 84 88 88 eo
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES

















































































SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
~ 0.S49 BETA 0.000 DEL T4V 0.0000.900
0 0.950
~ 1.0011.050
D 1.100 DATA HIST. CODE "'G"'A
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.s .., .s .5 .4 .s .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.s -.4 -.5 -.s
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
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SREF 9.7'00 SQ. PI.
LREF I4.eeSO INCMEs
BREF 14.fl'lSO ,INC.,::;

























I r ,", -""",
1
' , I ! ' , , I
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BASIC CONFIGURATION IN PITCH. HIGH ALPHA
\I r' , 1 ,-r 1



























































VMRP 0.0000 I NCIiE S
ZMRP 0.0000 INCIiES
SC"LE 0.9999 ~ERCNT
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V6 (RD8402) 20 JUN 72 PAGE 1 0
BASIC CONFIGURATION IN PITCH, HIGH ALPHA
. r--r-r-rr-r-r-
'-orr-" -r-r -rr-r'-r-r-r'-rrr'TT'r-r, , , I I r-r"J
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0.000 DEL TAV 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9.7500 ' SQ. IN.
LREF 14.8830 INCHES
BREF 14.8830 ~NCHES
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BASIC CONFIGURATION IN PITCH. HIGH ALPHA
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0.000 DEL T4V 0.000
REFERENCE INFOR144TION
SREF 9.7'500 SIl.IN.
LREF 14.6930 INC.. ES
BREF 14.6930 INC ..ES
XI4RP 0.6000 LBOOY
YI4RP 0.0000 INC.. ES
lI4RP a .0000 I NC ..ES
SC4LE 0.9999 PERCNT
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V6 CRD8402) 20 JUN 72 PAGE 12
".
BASIC C~NFIGURATI~N IN YAW, ALPHA = 0 DEGREES
a •• IT"-r-'T"~ -r--r--r ...... T",r-t"-r-r-r--r- r---r-r-r-.,--,.,..,-- r-~-'-''''''''-~~~'~-T"-- '-r-'rr- -r 'r'·r- "-r--r--r- r -r -r-
r---+---+---1~--+----1----if---+----+---1I---+---+---+----+-------------- ---- -----
-------- --------
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.011,4 SII '8 110 e2 114 ell 118 70 72 74 7e 78 80 82 84 811 88 eo
DATA sET SY"BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(W0800Z) () BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB 85S3








LREF 1•• 11830 INC~ES
BREF 1•• 11830 'NC~ES
X"RP 0.11000 L800Y
Y"RP 0.0000 INC~ES
ZHRP O. 0000 I NC~E S
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 5'7 PR-FED BRB
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CDNFIGURATIDN BUILDUP IN PITCH, HIGH ALPHA
.01 r--r-,-rrrrr-r-r--r-t-T,.-....,-r--r -r--"'r-rr-rrrr-r rr-r-rrrr-r--rr-r--rrrrrr-rr--r-rr-r--r-t-t-r-r-r'r-rr1
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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BTWT 1282/BSWT "., PR-FED BRB
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB


































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
e4e2eo58
CONFI~UR"TION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 12B2/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5SS
D"T" NOT ..V.. ILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
5e
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-t .0





BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB
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BNT 1282/BSWT "7 r PR-FEO BRB
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0,4
'8 '8 80 82 88 88 70 72 74 78 78 80 82 84 88
DATA S~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(WD600~) () BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-FEO BRB










ZMRP 0.0000 I NCHE S
SCALE 0.6699 PERCNT
































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
5e 5e eo e2 ell 118 TO T4 Til T8 80 82 84 8e 88
DATA SGT SY"BOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(WDeOO~) () BTWT 1~82/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3
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BTWT 12s2/BSWT 557 PR-PED BRB
BTWT l282/BaWT 557 PR-PED BRB
0 .. T.. SET SYMBOL
(R08008) 0
( ..08408) n




























NF IGURA TI ON BUILDUP INA YA_'rlxA ... A A A Ar-r-r-.-
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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BrwT tZ8a/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3
BTWT tZ8a/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3Y6F














ZMRP O. 0000 I NCME S
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT













CONFIGURATION BUILDUP IN YAW
•• 1 iT"-r-T"-- --r--rr- --,-,--,-r--r-r rr-rr-- -r- -r-r-, r-rT-'- rr--r-r r-r-r-r --T"--r-r r-r-'---t--'-'--T- r--
--- --~-,-f------+---1---+----+---+--+---+---ir----+-----+-----r--~---.-
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~
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1282/BSWT ",. PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-~ED
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CONFIGURATION BUILDUP IN YAW
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CONFIGURATION DESCRlrTION
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55., PR-FED BRB B5SS
BTWT 1282/SSWT 55., PR-FEO BRB B5S3V6F
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BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1292'BSWT 557 PR-FEO
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BTWT 1:!B:!/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3V6~
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1:!B:!/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3V9A
BTWT 1:!6:!/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3V9B
BTWT 1:!B:!/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3V9C
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EFFECT OF FINS IN PITCH. HIGH ALPHA
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BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED
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BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED BRe B5S3V6F
04T4 NOT 4V4IL4eLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FEO eRB B5S3V94
BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED eRe e5S3V9B
eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO eRB B5S3V9C














YMRP a .0000 I NCMES
lMRP 0.0000 INCMES
SC4LE 0.8899 PERCNT




EFFECT OF FINS IN PITCH. HIGH ALPHA
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








BTWT 12a2/eSWT 557 PR-,EO
BTWT li!82/eSWT 557 PR-,EO
BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-'EO
BTWT 128i!/eSWT 557 PR-'EO
BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-,EO





























SCALE 0.8899 PERC NT
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eTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-'ED eRB B5S3V6.
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-'ED BRB B5S3V9A
eTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-_ED BRB B5S3V9B
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR--ED BRB B5S3V9C
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BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
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-..-.5-.4-.S-.2- .1.0.1.2.S.4
PITCHING MOHENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.5••.'P.8
10.5
EFFECT OF FINS IN PITCH. HIGH ALPHA
".0 ~ITI'·r~rT--rr-rr---r-r-r--r"'·I r I , ,- r-,--y-rr-l--r-r"--T-r, I r , ii' r I
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3V6F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3V9A
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3V9B
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3V9C
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
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BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR~FED Br.B B5S3V6F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FQr, ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED Br.e B5S3V9A
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 Pr.-FED Br.B B5S3V9B
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V9C
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO




















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.260'8
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1282/ElSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V6F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V9A
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V9B
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V9C
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V9D
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES









BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-.ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 128~/BSWT 557 PR-.ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEo
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ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~ICUR .. TION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3V6F
D"T" NOT "V.. IL..BLE ~OR "LL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3V9..
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V9B
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3v9C
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V9D
RE~ERENCE IN~ORM"TION





























EFFECT OF FINS IN PITCH, HIGH ALPHA
'.Q ,....,.-'rl"-,-·r-r ii' i , i rr...,....,.-'·-rTTll-rrr"!-TII--r..,-r-r-r·r-r-r..-rT-~-fl-r·l...,--'-T·T,......·T-''-'r"r--r"-'-'"l' r, i'













































BTWT 126Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 126z/eSWT 557 PR-FED
eTWT lZ62/eSWT 557 PR-FEO
eTWT lZ6z/eSWT 557 PR-FEO
eTWT 1262/eSWT 557 PR-FEO
eTWT 12sz/eSWT 557 PR-FEO
-1.0
S4
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YHRP a .00':10 INCHES
ZHRP a .0000 INCHES
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
-.20
-111 -14 -12 -10
- 8 -. - 4 - 2 0 2 4 •
BETA
O"T" SET SYMBOL CON~I~UR"TION DESCRIPTION ALPHA DEL TAV
lB095':17)
'9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~Eo BRB B5S3V6~ 72.500 0.000lRO(\617 ) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-F"EO BRB B5S3V9A 72.500
IROS627 ) §. BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-~Eo BRB B5S3V9B 72.500((10-9637) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S3V9C 72.5000;'013647) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~Eo BRB B5S3V9o 72.500
8 10 12 14 111





EFFECT OF FINS IN YAW
" . I ~II\( "'n..















































- 8 - IS - 4 - 2 0 2 4-Ill -14
BETA
DATA SET SVMeVL CONFI~Ur.ATION DESCr.IPTION 4LPH4 DELT4V
(BOg,01') 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V6F 72.500 0.000(R08617) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 Pr.-FED Br.B B5S3V9A 72.500
(R08627) § BTWT 1282/BSWT ,557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V9B 72.500(ROl363?) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED Br.B B5S3V9C 72.500
CR01364." BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED Br.B B5S3V9D 72.500
8 10 12 III
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
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eTWT 1282/eSWT 55? PR-FEO
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FEO
eTWT 1282/eSWT 55? PR-FEO
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4.'
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
'.G r-r-,k__'--,--r--y iii -,--,-.--r --r-,~-rl-TI--.,r-.,.....-r-r--,-,r-.,.....-r-r--'-''--''-'-,·-·r···r-T-- r"" r- ,.- I
. I i









I -t---+----+--+--+--+--t~~~~.:..-._+-_-3t .......--....- j~~
l~--_t---+---t---__t---+..._:::::1iC.~/9_IO---_r---t_---
--~
-10 - , o , 10 15 20 2' 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET·SYMBQL CON'IGURATION DESCRIPTION
IAD9001 I () eTWT 1292/B5WT 557 PR-FED
IADSO,1 I ~ eTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED
IAD9111I; 8 BTWT 126iueSWT 557 Pr.-FED
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-10
- 5 o 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O"T" SET SYMElOL CON~I~UR"TION DESCRIPTION BETA DEL TAV
( ..08001 I 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRe B5S3 0.000( ..080511 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S305 0.000
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
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-15 -10 - 5 o , 10 15 20 25 so
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SV"'l3vL CON~IGUr.ATION OE5Cr.IPTION BET4 OELTAV
(ADaoal ) 9 aTWT 1282/a5WT 557 'Pr.-F"EO ar.6 B553 0.000(A09051 ). aTWT 1282/65WT 557 Pr.-~EO er.6 655305 0.000
(1.0<1111 ) 8 6TWT 1282/e5WT 557 Pr.-~EO 6r.6 B55305.1 0.000(AOg 171 ) aTWT 1282/aSWT 557 Pr.-~EO ar.e 655305.3 0.000
~E~Er.ENCE IN~or.~ATION
5~E~ 9.7500 SQ.IN.
Lr.EF" 14.6830 INC .. E5
Bf:E~ 14.6830 INC .. ES
XMr.P 0.6000 LBOOY
YMr.P 0.0000 INC .. ES
ZM~P 0.0000 INC .. ES
SCALE 0.8899 PEr.CNT





E~FECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-'EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-'EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-'EO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-'EO
BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 Pfi-'EO
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EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LDW ALPHA
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04T4 SET SYMBOL CQNFIGURATION OESCRIPTION BETA OELTAV
<40>;1001 I 9 6TWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FEO BRB B553 0.000C40e051) BTWT 1282/B5WT 55? PR-FEO BRB B55305 0.000
(408111 ) 8 BTWT 1282/B5WT 55? PR-FEO BRe B55305.1 0.000<4081711 BTWT 1282/B5WT 55? PR-FE:O BRe B55305,3 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
5REF 9.7500 5Q.IN.
LREF 14 ••830 INCHES
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
.,
A '10~ & A A ~ ..,
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A A IA A
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- 5 o 5 to 15 20 25 3D
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O"T" SET SYM8VL CONFIGUR .. TION DESCRIPTION BETII DEL TIIV
( ..Oeool ) 9 BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRe B5S3 0.000( ..oeO'1 ) BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S305 0.000
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.-1: _
EFtECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
1.0 r',-r"rr,--r,rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrTl rrrrrrrr,rTfTr" -.,-rr-rTTT'rrr rrTr, , 'T' r,-,-,' , ,-r, , , ,, , r ,'1 , I 'T' ,., r I I IJ
,: 'I 'I iii I; :
i ' 'I I I 'I I Ii: ~
, ! I I ' " • _.. _._ .. ._ .. __•.. ..__
I II 1,1 I I i -r-
I
-r--.-r----~-··-·i-- ': ' :
! . ,i ! I I i I :' ~



































.. .8 .8 .s .4 .2 .1 .0 .0 -.2 -.4 -.s -.8 -.7 -.8
PITCHING MOKENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
0 .. T.. SET SyMBOL
IA090011 Cl




eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-,EO
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-,EO
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-,EO


































PITCHING MO~ENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
.3.4.5.41
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1'1
-
EF~ECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
'.0 :,r,r-r Tor ,-n-.rp,TT,ro,'T'rr,OTl'T,-rrr'r
l
T,r rrj,r 'TTT 'rTTT",TrrTrTrrT,-.-I-'-'" ,TTIT II IITI II I IT II r I r I
.. i j ! I 1 I
: ! i j I I : iii : i i
~ -~_. i ! I 1 I j -,. - .-_. - . - , ,. >-- ., --- r - - j .-j-iii =
Li I I I~-+-J-f-r I-T-]
~-~r--=1=:=:=::;=:=:=::f--4_t-l~":> =====::-+1--+-+------+---+--I_-,-~~-+-:~-!
lsl. > I, ~~_+___--+-----+----+-->r-~-+-~-+----+----+--w~~~----+----+--t----I~-'~-~
~~ II ~~ ~


































.9 .8 .'P .8 ., .z .1 .0 .0 -.2 -.1 -.4
-.' -.8 -.'P -.8 -.9
PITCHING MOHENT COEFFICIENT. ClM






BTWT 1282/BSWT "., PR-FEo
BTWT 1282/BSWT "., PR-FEo
BTWT 1282/BSWT '5., PR-FEo














DEL TAV REFERENCE INFOR~ATION






















EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
.01 r-r-.--r-r--;-r---T--,---r- -r....----r-T --r- r-r-r---'-'--r-r-T--r-r-T--,-r--~~r-u.--'--T-T--r---, -uT --r---, -- r -, ,n __ , - -r n ,- ,
I Ii:
\ I 1 \
































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0.. T" SET SYMBOL





BTWT t282/eSWT "7 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/eSWT '57 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT '57 PR-FEO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.05




(40'311 t) i 8(A08171 ,
CON~IGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO



























BRE. 1".6830 tNC ..ES
x..~P 0.6000 LBOOY
Yt4RP 0.0000 INCHES























BTWT 1282/eSWT '57 PR-.EO
BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 P~-.EO
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 P~-.EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-.EO
r-T--r--"".-r-- r r , r-r-'"T..-'-- r--,.---,- i i , I , I I , I I I I r--'-'--'- ·-·'--'r-· ,- ,.- -, ·1-·~ y---.,.- -J ,
·
:




I I I I -I I
· ! I I I ! --- , i
-----------
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I -, I ~
· -i,
II ir ,I ir ~~ I ~
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
.~. r-t·..-
.0"




































































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.~o
-15 -10 - , o , 10 15 20 25 so
0" T.. SET $Y>18OL
(A08001) 0




BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSW~ 557 PR-FEO
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
r
I ,

















- 5 o 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FEO
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FEO
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FEO



















T'1RP 0.0000 INC ..ES
Z'1RP 0.0000 I"C .. ES
SCALE 0.8899 PERC .. T
MACH .90 PAGE 136
'f -- , .. r"'"
252015to5o




EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LDW ALPHA
.1. ~'-·'·'·T-'r"--r"-r--r-,-,- ·........,.------,-···..-r-........-r---.,---...-,-,.----r......---r--r'-"-T'--r,'--r--,---r-r--,'.--,
I I '
: !; ! I I
---~-----------+--------..,------!-,--_--'I---.--.~-_._._--_·.·_-_·····_··- --





























































BTWT 1282/eSWT 557' PR~~EO
BTWT t282/BSWT 557' PR-~EO
BTWT t282/eSWT 557' PR-~EO
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.oe
I , i i i i I ,I ii
I II
I
,.- r . r r "r ,
-10
- 5 o 5 10 15 20 25 50
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D4T" SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
("D9001 ) 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3 0.000«4D8051 ) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRe B5S305 0.000














EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
.10 r--r--r--r···.,.·-~···T.··T--, - •. , ... ; ...'-"--'._.'- .-.----r-..'--.-TI~I-rr ----r'-.-l~'-'·-'-·;· ·r·..·'···· , ...-. r·~ "·r -T , .. , .... , --, .... , ... , .. ,. ::


















































ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET· SYMOOL· CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
(A08001 ) 9 6TWT 1282/OSWT 557 PR-PEO ORe 8553 0.000(AOf;\051 ) 8TWT 1282/B5WT 557 PR-PEO 8RB 855305 0.000
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
-,.---r-.-.---r-,-.--....·, -T-,-...,-..--·,-,- --, --r -, ,-, -., ,. -, , r , , , ,








t J~----J~--€~§Jb-fiF=::£7:~~j~~~~.J~vf~-=~',..=~~~-~~~~..,,~~;;:::~~~~-t:.J~+i _t - _J" - - >:7 .......... t..J1?fA/ a ~ I ---J~ ~ "Yu ~ ,.. ...../...~ I oj
































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O"T" SET SYMBOL CON~IGUR"TION DESCRIPTION BET4 OELT4V
1"09QOl I , ~ eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S3 0.000I "09Q51 I BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S305 0.000
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
1.0 :-r-1-Y ·--r---·,,---'---r~·'~,-, I r ~--r'-r-"",--,---'--'-r-r-r-''--''''''''''- ,-- r--"---, '--'-'--r -,-
I,
I ... r I J
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SE\ SVMBQL
(CD800t) 0






BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-PEo BRB B5S3
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-PEo BRB B5S301
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-~Eo BRB B5S302
DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-PEo BRB B5S304






















I J,-- - r - ., --r'..,.--r-T~-.-r.--r-f---r-,--r--T-- ... - ,--r-,-- rOT---' - ,.--r -,--
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA









































BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA N~T AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
'.0 r-r-T--'-'---r---r-.---r--r,-,- l--r-,- -"--'---i-r-T-,--,.---r---r---r'--'- -T-T---.....-r-·..... --,.·- r--'l---l ···-r - r· ,_. f-' -r - Of "., J
I ',' II' II l.

























































eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO eRe e5S3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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-to - , o , to t, 20 2' 10









eTwT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO
BTWT 1282/eswT 557 PR-PEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO
eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO



























SC 1\ I.E 0.8899 PERCNT

















1.5 "A '1\ A " A " "
2.5
EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LDW ALPHA
e.G ~-r-'-r-rh"'-r-T---.---,-----r-~--r--T----r-r- ~ , I , I ""--r-r-r--~-T--r '~-r--'-T- nf'--' r---r '-T-- "r--·,---,--·+r -_. r--' T "-r"-,
': i, I! I' ii ! ! I
;-------+:---....!I ---t--_1f'-----r--l---+-----r~----J:~=~~-I
4.5 ••------+------+-------+-------+------+---~---+-------+------+--------t








































-15 -10 - 5 o 5 10 15 20 25 110












BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3Dl
BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3D2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3D4








DELTA V RE~ERENCE IN~ORMATION





ZMRP a .0000 INCHES
SCALE 0.9699 PERCNT
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR All CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE For. ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR All CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR All CONDITIONS














ZMRP 0.0000 I NeMEs
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
MACH 2.00 PAGE 146







EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
::: ~~__~_·~_-.·_'_-_"_--~i__i__r-T__-_r_'-~\_-_i__j _.__-__+ ~____iI-------r---I-+I-T---r--' 'r~~-T1r-n~;~-'-" l
1.0 ~------+-----_+-----t_----_+----_+-----+_-------+----------~---------




































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-0.5












BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITI~~S
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS













YMRP 0.0000 I No::HES
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
























































eTWT 1262/eSWT 557 PR-~EO
eTWT 1262/eSWT 557 PR-~EO
eTWT 1262/eSWT 557 PR-~EO
eTWT 1262/eSWT 557 PR-~EO
eTWT 1262/eSWT 557 PR-~EO

























YMRP O. 0000 INCHES




r -r J,- -r
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
.• r-r-"--'-'--r--,-' ,---,-' r-r-r~T-.--r-'-r-r-,·--r-'-T-·1-r n 'J ... --, ....• , .-. r' '---r'- r' . r ---J"
!, !"










































-15 -10 - 5 o 5 10 15 20 2'









BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3Dl
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S302
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FQR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D4













YMRP 0.0000 I NCMES
ZMRP 0.0000 INCMES
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
MAGH 1. 29 PAGE 149
I J- ,-- r-r-r-. --,-,---,--r--r-y- '-'-'---,-r- r-- -r--"- -r -- ,
! Ii!
-------_.-...- _._-_._--_._----.-------_ .. _•._._-.-i -






a 5 10 15 20 25









BTWT lZ6Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
(~
- 5-10
EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LDW ALPHA
•• r--'--r'-" f'-'-'- r'--r-
.. --_._----~~-
r--,"----.,.--,- -·r-r-.,--r- ~-r--r-J-I·-'f-.--r---r-r-r,-'~'-~--'---T---T"-T-,,.--r-·-,'--'-' -.. , .. -"--'r--'-r .,. - . 'f , J
, I
!
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I i j
! ! I -
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~-
r Jr' - - r
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
-~,-~-~~~•• ;'T--r-"--T--r--r-,---r--r-r--r-r-,--,. -r--'--,T--"- , I ! i , i--r-'-~-J--T--' -, - ,---Y--+-r··--r· -r· ,
: I I ! i
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- 5 o 5 10 15 20 25 30












eTWT 1282/B5WT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/B5WT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/B5WT 557 PR-~ED


































EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
1.0 rr·"'lJ·TTT'T-r-rr-r',.-'·'·fTrr,.-T"TI-r-rr,..'-rn,·rr-rrr--r1".....-rrr ·rrrrrrr'-rrr,-r-T-fll·',.--'-T-'--r ,--.-.,-," f-r-,' -J r , ,or r T '-f r ,"f , , r ,-, "
, iii I ;:: :
: i; iii i: I i i :
I ,i:! ~I·-- 'I· :1' -+1
I ! ' , !l i ! 1 ir-·-~I---;-j~--+-I --+-1--+-----r--f--+----+--+--·--i--r---1·.·.·T----r··.·--· ---.~
---.-.---r---..---+----T---t----t----t----I-~-+--_+--_+--_+----~---.----,.-- ..-..._-.--_..... -~ I i I II I I Ii:










































.9 .8 • 11 .5 ... .3 .2 .t .0 .0 -.2 -.3 -... -.S -.11 -.7









BTWT 1292/BSWT SS7 PR-FED BRB BSS3
BTWT 1292/BSWT SS7 PR-FEO BRB BSS301
BTWT 1292/BSWT SS7 PR-FED BRB BSS302
DATA N<:.T AVAILABLE FOO ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1292/BSWT SS7 PR-FED BRB BSS3D4





















































PITCHING MOHENT COEFFICIENT. ClM








BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED eRe B5S3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
D4TA NOT AVAILAeLE F~" ALL CONDITIONS





















EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
1.0 rrTrrrrr-r--r'r' T"r-,-"'r,i--rI-rr-r I j I , , I I -rrrrrr-rr-'T~T"T'- ,··r-rT,--rT...-rw'-rrTl'-T-rr"r-,--r-'rrT ,-t J',-f·or r--r-r T I ',of', J ,.,-, " "'. 1 1'1 tJ
: I! l I I I ! [ :
• ! I Ii! ; I i I -
:---~----_- +-- ---'--+-_+--I-+---,-_+--- ~_··_·_·_--_---r----·_·-------_..-.-_.. - . --:
; ! I I I I I, I I ! : i i =~----~I-~i-~I-~~-~I-~-~!-~-~-~,--~I-il ~ I T-;-.--~
• ,! , I : I _
~---i---~'--il--+---+--if---+---+----lf---+-- ' --l---I--f--r--T--~
~r---+--!=--+-J-~·:~::~:~:=::=:=:=::===r III 1 ~.~ .5i I I ~









































.8 .8 .5 .4 .3 .2 .t .0 .0 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.5 -.S -.8












eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Fe" ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








DELTA V REFERENCE INFORMATION
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.8 .1' .8 .5 .4 .3 .2 .t .0 .0 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.5 -.8 -.1' -.8 -.9












BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO

























YMRP • 0.0000 INC~ES
ZMRP Q.OOOO I";:'<ES
SCA~E 0.8999 .;.~:~-
MACH 3.98 PAGE 156
so252015105o- 5-10
r--r--T-'-,---T--""-"- --r , I I I , , ,,-, r , , , T--.----r-r-,--r--,-r-'-- r--r ,-T--r--r "
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BTWT 1282/8SWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3
BTWT 1262/8SWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S301
BTWT 1282/8SWT 557 PR-FEO BRB 85S302
DATA NOT AVAILABLE Fe" ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S304
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA




































































BTWT 1282'BSWT 5S7 PR-rED BRB e5S3
D"T" NOT "V"IL"eLE rOR 'ILL CONDITIONS
D4T" NOT "V"IL"eLE rOR 'ILL CONDITIONS
D"T" NOT "V"IL"BLE rOR 'ILL CONDITIONS
D"T" NOT "V"IL"BLE rOR 'ILL CONDITIONS










LREr 14.68110 I OlC .. ES
BREr 14.6930 I OlC .. ES
XMRP 0.6000 LBOoy
Y"'RP 0 .0000 I NC"ES
ZMRP 0.0000 I OlC .. ES
SCALE 0.9999 PERCOlT
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA



























































BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-~ED BRB B5S3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
































































BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
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•• 0
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
... ~-.-r-,.--!r-r-,-,--: ' I I , -"-T.-Tl-.,r-"-T.-T,-.,r-"r--r.-T.-T'-'jr-,.--"-"'--'-i-r-T-r- ,---r--r-T---T-~
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BTWT lZ82/BSWT 557 PR-,ED BRB B5S3
BTWT lZe2/BSWT 557 PR-,ED BRB B5S3Dl
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-rED BRB B5S3D2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ,OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 12e2/BSWT 557 PR-rED BRB B5S304





























EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
••• r-r-'r-r-'---r-r--.-r-T -.--r''--'--r-r-o'--.-r--Y,--~,'-r-r r'T ._,- , .. _, -, .,-
.' I
i I





















































B'W' 1292'BSW, 557 PR-'ED BRB B5S3
DA'A NO' AV41L4BLE 'OR ALL CONDI'IONS
04'4 NO' 4V41L4eLE 'OR ALL CONDI'IONS
OA'4 NO' AV41L4BLE 'OR ALL CONDI'IONS
D4'4 NO'· 4V41L4eLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
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30252015105a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
r~ ~ ' I .....
. - 5
r------t------;------t------;.,..-----t------t------;------t-------
EFFECT OF'DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
••• ,........,.--,--,. --'r-- f-y·-,......-,--rr."r-,,--r'-Ti-T'-r--r.....,-..~-T"--r.....,-.,.-...-,.-..~-r-...-,r-..~-T--T-·-,.---.---r-r-r--r--T-'----r-o'r-' ..,
: ill i :
.14 ~_ ii I !.
























































BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/6SWT 557 PR-FED
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BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S3
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S301
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S302
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~C"' ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S304
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BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB: B5S3
D>\T>\ NQT >\V>\ILABLE ~QR ALL CQNDITIQNS
D>\T>\ NQT >\VAILABLE FOR ALL CQNDITIQNS
D>\T>\ NQT >\VAILABLE ~QR ALL CONDITIONS
D>\T>\ NOT >\V>\IL>\BLE FQR ALL CONDITIONS













YHRPO.0000 I NCliE S
ZHRP 0.0000 tNCHES
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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BTWT l2a2/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3
04T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE ~OR 4LL CONDITIONS
04T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE ~C~ 4LL CONDITIONS
04T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE ~OR 4LL CONDITIONS
04T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED


























ZHRP 0.0000 I NCH£S
SCAL£ 0.81199 PERCNT
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA




















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMeCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BET4 DELT4V
("""0801 t ) 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B55301 0.000(R09091 ) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B55301.1 ·0.000













ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 5












EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
















































DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S301.2
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S301.3













ZMRP 0.0000 I NeHEs
SCALE 0.9899 ~ERCNT











EFFECT ~F DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, L~W ALPHA
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~QR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~QR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT lZ6Z/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3Dl.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~QR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO























ZMRP a .0000 INCHES
S·CALE 0.8899 PERCNT
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMe~L CON~IGUr.ATION DESCRIPTION BETA DEl.TAV
(WC8011 ) 2 BTWT 1 <!8<!/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S301 0.000(RDSD91) BTWT 1<!8<!/BSWT 557 Pr.-~EO Br.B B5S301.1 0.000
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DATA NOT ",VAIl BlE FOR ll CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAIl BLE FOR ll CONDITIONS
BTWT 1292/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB B'S3Dl.2
BTWT 1292/BSWT "'7 PR-FED BRB B'S3Dl.3
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3Dl.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-IS -10 - 5 a 5 so S5 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0.. T.. SET SYHeQl.. CON~tGUR"TtON OESCRtPTION BETA DELTAV
(\0108011 ) 9 eTWT 1282,fBSWT 557 PR-F"EO BRB B5S301 0.000(R08091 ) eTWT 1282,feSWT 557 PR-F"EO BRB B5S301.1 0.000
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BTWT 12B2/BSWT "7 PR-FED
BTWT 12B2/BSWT "7 PR-FED
BTWT 12B2/BSWT "7 PR-FED
BTWT 12B2/BSWT "7 PR-FED
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DATA NOT 4YAII.ABI.E FQn ALI. CONDITIONS
DAT4 NOT 4VAI1.4BI.E FOR 4LI. CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3Dl.2
BTWT 12112/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3DI.3
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA 'NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3Dl.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS













ZMRP 0.0000 I NC~ES
SCALE 0.8899 ~ERCNT
MACH 2.70 PAGE 179
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(ROSt2t ) ~(ROSt5t 1
(COSOO~~
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-FEO






















YHliP a .0000 I NCMES
ZHRP 0.0000 tNCMES
SCALE 0.8899 PERC NT
MACH 3.98 ··PAGE 180
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EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LDW ALPHA
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04TA SET ~YMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(WIIS011) () BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PED
(ROS091) Z! BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
(ROS121) ~ BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PED
(ROS1SI) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PED
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(Roa121 ) ~(ROal,. )
(COaOOI)
CON~IGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
04T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE ~OR 4LL CONDITIONS
04T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE ~on 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT '57 PR-~EO BRB B5S301.2
BTWT 1282/BSWT .57 PR-~EO BRB B5S301.3







DEL T4V RE~ERENCE IN~ORM4TION
SRE~ 9.7'500 S.:loIN.
LRE~ 14.8830 INCMES
BRE~ 14.8830 I NCIo1ES
XIo1RP 0.8000 LBOOY
YIo1RP 0.0000 I NCIo1ES
ZIo1RP 0.0000 I NCIo1ES
SC4LE 0.8899 PERCHT
MACH 2.00 PAGE 182
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55., PR-FED BRB B5S3Dl.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS













ZMRP 0.0000 I N¢HES
SCALE 0.8899 PEijCNT
MACH 2.70 PAGE 183
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB














L.RE~ 14 ••830 INCMES
BRE~ 1•• 6830 INCMES
XHRP 0.4000 L.BOOY
"HRP a .0000 I NCilES
lHRP 0.0000 INCMES
SCAL.E O~8899 ~ERCNT
MACH 3.98 PAGE 184
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.05










BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
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04T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE ~or. 4LL CONDITIONS
04T4 NOT AVA!LABLF.: ~or. ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1262/BSWT ~57 PR-~EO BnB . B5S3Dl.2
BTWT 1262/BsW' 557 PR-~ED BnB B5S3Dl.3
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
,BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3Dl.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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so252015105a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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04T4 SET SVto1eOL CON~IGUR4TION DESCRIPTION BET4 OELTAV
(\oI[)at.Jt 1 ) 9 eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S~01 0.000(1<09091 ) eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S301.1 0.000
(1<09121 ) § eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S301.2 0.000(R09151) BTWT 1l!82/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRe B5S301.3 0.000(C09':)01 ) eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-~EO BRe e5S~ 0.000
RE~ERENcE IN~ORto1ATION





















EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA

































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10








BTWT lit82/eSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1262/eSWT .557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO

























MACH 1.29 PAGE 189
.14 •
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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D4T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE POR 4LL CONDITIONS
D4T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE POR 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282'BSWT 557 PR-PED BRB B5S3Dl.2
BTWT 1282'BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B553Dl.3







DEL TAV REPERENCE IN~ORH4TION
SRE~ 9.7500 S~.IN.
LREP 14'.6630 INCHES














ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 5
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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DATA NOT 4VAIL4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
DAT4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3Dl.2
DAT4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA














































DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA OELTAV
(woaOI t ) 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-F"EO BRB B5S301 0.000(R09091 ) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO BRB B5S301.1 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10
- 5 a 5 10 15 20 25 so
DATA SET SYMe<:oL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
(woaOll ) 9 eTWT 1182/eSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B55301 0.000(R0'3091 ) BTWT 1182/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B55301.1 0.000







·ZMRP 0.0000 INC ..ES
SCALE 0.8899 ~ERCNT
MACH 1.29 PAGE 193
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT t282/BSWT 55T PR-FED BRB B5S301.2
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55T PR-FED BRB B5S3Dl.3
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3Dl.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OAT" SET SYMBOL CON~IGUR"TION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAY
(""aou) 9 BTWT le8e/BSWT 557 PR-F"Eo BREI B5S3Dl 0.000(1l0S0')1) BTWT le8e/BSWT 557 PR-~Eo BRB B5S301.1 0.000







ZHRP a .0000 I NCMES
SCALE 0.8899 ~ERCNT
MACH 3.98 PAGE 196
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-~ED BRB B'S3D3.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-~ED BRB B'S3D3.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-~ED BRB B'S3































































































I CO",,!)!) 1 )
(rt0J3141 )
CON'I~UR4TION DESCRIPTION
04T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE ,OR 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1262/BSWT "7 PR-,ED BRB B'S3D3.1
BTWT 1262/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB B'S3D3.2
04T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1262/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB B,S3














ZHRP a .0000 I NeHES
SC4LE 0.8899 ~ERCNT
MACH 2.00 PAGE 198
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DATA NOT AVAiLABLE FOR ALL CONDl-TiONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.1
BTwT 1282/BswT 55? PR-FED BRB B;S3D3.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDiTiONS
eTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3








































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DAYA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BET... OELUV REFERE"CE I ..FOR HA Tt 0"
("'D6031 ) 9 8TIoIT 1282/85WT 557 PR-FEO BRB B55303 0.000 SREF 9.7500 5Q.I".("'D6101 ) 8TIoIT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.1 0.000 LREF 14.8830 I ..CI1ES
(RD6131 ) § BTIoIT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.2 0.000 BREF 14.8830 I ..CI1ES(RD6161 ) 8TIoIT 1282/B5WT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.3 0.000 XHRP 0.8000 LllODY(CD6001 ) 8TWT 1282/85WT 557 PR-FEO BRB BS53 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 I ..CI1ES
(RD6141 ) D BTWT 1282/85WT 557 PR-FEO BRB B55308.2 0.000 ZHRP 0.0000 I ..CI1ESSC"'LE 0.8899 ~ERCNT
MACH 3.98 PAGE 200
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 12B2/BswT 557 PR-PED BRB B5S303.1
B,WT 12B2/BswT 557 PR-PED BRB 'B5S3D3.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 12B2/BswT 557 PR-PEo BRB B5S3
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D.. T.. NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3
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DAr4 NOT 4Y4ILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT '57 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3~2
D4T4 NOT AY4ILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-0.5
-1~ -10
- 5 a s to tS 20 25 30








eTwT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
eTwT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
eTwT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3








OELTAY .REFERENCE 1 NFORHA Tl ON
SREF 9.7500 S.LIN.
LREF 14.11830 1 NCI1ES
BREF 14.11830 INCI1ES
XHRP 0.11000 LBOOY
YHRP 0.0000 1 NCI1ES
ZHRP 0.0000 INCI1ES
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
MACH 1. 29 PAGE 205
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FQR ALL CONDITIONS
eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.1
erWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FQR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








OAoTA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557' PR-FEO BRB B5S303.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.2
OAoTAo NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3











BREF 14.11830 I NCIlES
XMRP 0.11000 LBOOY
YMRP 0.0000 INCIlES
ZMRP 0.0000 I NCIlES
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
MACH 2.70 PAGE 207
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
•• r'~























BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
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PITCHING MONENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-4.0












DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1292/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB B'S3D3.1
BTWT 1292/BSWT "7 PR-~ED BRB B'S3D3.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB B'S3
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04T4 1II0T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S505.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S505.2
04TA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
eTwT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5S5














ZMRP 0.0000 I INCHES
SCALE 0.8899 ~ERCNT
MACH 2.00 PAGE 210
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
1.0 rr-rTTT""-T'rT-TT1"-rr' ii' i , ii' ' , ,-rT-rrT"r"'Trrrr-rrT-rrT'T"-rT-rrT-rrT-r"-''',--rr .r-rrT·'f""TIT "-',"."".'.' ',-' ,'-, 'r"!,;.'"'' -,-, ~!i r-, r ':=
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.1
eTwT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1262/BswT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3





















EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
I.Q :rrlT·r-rrrr , i r f iii '1 iii t ~ i i f\ . 'I 'I' ,..,.-,,..-r-rr,,,-,-r·, rr rrt-rfTf' T,oT r rJ






















































eTWT 1282/BSWT '57 PR-rED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-rED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-rED
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cATA NQT AVAILABLE rQR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.1
eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.2
DATA NQT AVAILABLE FQR ALL CQNDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3













ZMRP a .0000 I NCIiES
SCALE 0.8899 P~RCNT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






I R08141 ) D
CON'I~URATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE .OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-.ED BRB B5S3D3.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-.ED BRB B5S3D3.0!
DATA NOT AVAILABLE .OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-.ED BRB B5S3
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR loLL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.2
DATA NOT 4V4lL4BLE FOR loLL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3
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eTWT lZ6Z/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
eTwT lZ6Z/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
eTWT lZ6Z/BSWT 55? PR-FEO
BTWT lZ6Z/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
eTWT lZ6Z/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.20









DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 5S7 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3
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DATA NOT AVAILAaLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3
























EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
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04TA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3D3.1
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3
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- S o S iO is ZO so
ANGLE OF ATTAC~. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~UR4TION DESCRIPTION 8ETo\ DEL TAY REFERENCE IN~ORI44T1PN
(W08031 ) 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303 0.000 SRE~ 9.7500 SIl.IN.(W081Dl ) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.1 0.000 LREF 14.&830 INCHES(1l08131 )
.§ BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.2 0.000 BREF 14.&830 INCHES(R08161) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.3 0.000 XI4RP 0.&000 LBOOY
(CDSOQ1 ) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3 0.000 TI4RP 0.0000 INCHES
(A:O'3.141 ) D BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S306.2 0.000 ZI4RP 0.0000 INCHES
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
MACH 3.98 PAGE 220
:so2520liStoiso
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB 95S3D3.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED 9RB 9553
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OilTA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1262/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.1
BTWT 1262/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3D3.2:
011 Til NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FEO BRB B5S3
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3
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- 5 o 5 10 15 20 25 ao
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMOQL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BET4 DEL.T4V REFERENCE INFORM4TIQN
("'09031 I 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303 0.000 SREF 9.7500 SQ.IN.("'08101 I BTWT 1282/BswT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.1 0.000 L.REF 14.&830 INCItES
(R091311 ~ BTWT 1282/BswT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S303.2 0.000 BREF 14.&830 INCitES(R091611 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S303.3 0.000 XMRP 0.&000 L.BODY(C09001 I BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3 0.000 YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
(ROet41 )
·D BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S306.2 0.000 lMRP 0.0000 INCitES
SC4L.E 0.8899 ~ERCNT
MACH 3.98 PAGE 224
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-4.0
-15 -to







eTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB B'S30'
BTWT 1282/BSWT 5'7 PR-FEO BRB B'S30'.1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT ~282'BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB 85S3D5.3
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-4.0
-15 -10
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BTWT 1262/BSWT "7 PR-FED
BTWT 1262/BSWT "7 PR-FED
BTWT 1262/BSWT "7 PR-FED





















SCAl.E 0.8899 PERC NT
MACH 2.00 PAGE 227
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BTWT 1282/BSWT S,? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT S,? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT ,,? PR-FED
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
'.0 : i I I r-r-r-r-r-... -=











































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-4.0
-\5 -\0 - 5 o 5 to t5 20 25 aD
DATA SET SYMBOl. CONPIGU~4TION OESC~IPTION BET4 OELT4V
(e08051 ) 9 BTWT \282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO BRB B5S305 0.000(608111) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO B~B B5S305.1 0.000
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EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LDW ALPHA
r , I I I I. I I I I I I I I r-~..--r--T-'J·-- --T-·''"T----,-·'-1-- r- 'T" . r' '1 -,































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-0.5











BTWT tZ8z/eSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S305
BTWT tZ8z/eSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3D5.1·
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FoR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-0.'










D.. T.. NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5'3D5.3
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OllTA, SET STMElQl.





BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED
eTWT 1292/eSWT 557 PR-FED
eTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA OELTAY
(BD80'\ ) ~ eTWT 1282/eSWT "7 PR-FEO BR8 B5S'05 0.000(BD8111) eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR~FEO BRB 85S'05.1 0.000
(BD8\?\ ) 8 eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB 85S'05.' 0.000(CD8001 ) BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FEO BRB 85S' 0.000
MACH 2.70
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9.7500 SQ. IN.







EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
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-1' -10 - , o , 10 15 20 25 so
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OAT.il SET S.....SOL CON,IGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA OELTAY
I Boso" I
'9 STWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-,EO BRB B5S305 0.000(B08ll 1 I BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-F-EO BRB B55305.1 0.000
IB08171 I 8 BTWT 1282/SSWT 557 PR-,EO BRB B55305.3 0.000I COSOOt I BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B553 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S305
BTWT 1282/BSWT '57 PR-FEO BRB B5S305.1
04T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS






DEL TAV REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9;7500 S.LIN.
LREF 1•••830 INCWES
BRE'" 14 ••830. INCWES
XMRP 0 ••000 LBOOY
YMRP 0.0000 I NCMES
ZMRP 0.0000 INCMES
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
MACH 1.29 PAGE 235
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D4T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE ~~ 4LL CONDITIONS
D4T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE ~OR 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3D5.3

















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-15 -10
- S o s 10 15 20 2S 30
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B08051 I () eTWY 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
(B08111 I 2! BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
(B08171 I 8 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO







































































ANGLE OF ATTACk~ ALPHA. DEGREES
-10







BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-PEO
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-PEO
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FEO















SREF 9.7500 SQ. IN.






























































BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
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BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S305
BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-PEO BRB B5S305.t
04T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE POR 4LL CONDITIONS
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PITCHING MONENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL
(B080'11 CJ




OAT4 NOT 4V41L4BLE rOR 4LL CONDITIONS
OAT4 NOT 4V41L4BLE rOR 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT t282~BSWT 557' PR-rEO BRB B5S3D5.3
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.s .7' .s .5 .4 .3 .2 .1 .0 .0 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.5 -.s -.7' -.s -.9







BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
STWT 1282/SSWT 557 PR-~ED
STWT 1282/SSWT 557 PR-~ED
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
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BTWT lZ82/BSWT 557 PR-rED BRB
8TWT lZ82/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB
BTWT lZ82/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.05
-15 -10






BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D5
BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D5.1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3D5.3
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO
BTWT· 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 551' PR-FED















SREF 9.1'500 S~. IN.
LREF 14.8830 INCIlES
BREF 14.8830 INCIlES
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BTWT lZ8Z,BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT lZ8Z'BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT lZ82'BSWT 557 PR~FEO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.20
-IS







BTWT 1282/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5S8D5
BTWT 1282/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRC B5S8D5.1
DATA NOT AYAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








LREF 14 ••880 INCHES
8REF 1•••880 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-~ED BRB B5S3D5.'
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EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PIlCH. LDW ALPHA
so2'20l'10,a
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BTWT t282/B5WT 557 PR-'EO
BTWT t282/B5WT 557 PR-'EO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BOS001) 0 BTWT 1282....BSWT SST PR-FEO
(ROSOTt) Z! BTWT t282/BSWT SST PR-FEO
(ROS08t) § BTWT t282/BSWT SST PR-FEO
(ROSt9t ~ BTWT t0282/BSWT SST PR-FEO
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5S308
BTWT 1292/BSWT 551' PR-FEO BRB B5S308.5
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BTWT l282/BSWt 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3Dl.7V6
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BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D4.5V8
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 55., PR-FED BRB B5S3D1.7V6
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55., PR-FED BRB B5S3D4.5V6
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O"T" NOT "VAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1292/BSwT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D4.5V6
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE VOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB BSS3D4.5V6
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
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(WD8S01 ) 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PA-FED 8A8 B55'Y6F 0.000 0.000(RD8'H) BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PA-FEO BA8 B'S'01.'Y6F 0.000 0.000
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BTWT 1282,BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5SSDl.7V6
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(WD8SDt I () DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
(RD8S,t) Z! DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
(RD838t I §. DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3D4.5V6
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("'09'011 0 BNT 1292/BSWT 55'7 Pit-FED
(R09,51 I ~ BTWT 1%92/BSWT 557 PR-F£O
(R09591I § BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR.-FEO
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CWOe,Ol I () DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
CRDe,'ll ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
CRDe38l.1' ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
CRDe3'1 I BTWT l212,BSWT "7 PR-~ED BRB B'S3D4.'V6
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BTWT t262/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D4.5V6
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282'BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S~D4.5V8
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT l282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5SS0t.7va
BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5SS04.5va
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DATA NOT· AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
. DATA NOT AVAH.ABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5SS04.5ve
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1ZSZ/BSWT 55., PR-~ED BRB B5S3D4.5V6
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 551' PR-FEO BRB B5SS04.5V6
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT lzeZ/BSWT '5T PR-~ED BRB B5S3D4.5V6
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PilCH. LOW ALPHA·
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-to - 5 o 5 to IS 20 25 ao
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04T4 SET SY"BOL CONFtGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(R08401) () BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3V6
(R08561) ~ 04T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PIl-FEO BRB B5S3V6
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOil ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF"IGURATION DESCRIPTION -
IRD840tl () BTWT 1282,BSWT"557 PR-F"ED BRB B5sSV6
(R08S6t) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE F"OR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D4T4 SET SYMBO~ CON'IGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(RD8401) () BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-'ED BRB B5SSV6
(RD8S81), n D4T4 NOT 4V41~4B~E 'OR 4~~ CONDITIONS
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O.. Y.. SET SYMBOL
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1282tBSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V6
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5saV8
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5SSV6
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V6
OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-rED BRB B5S3V6
D4T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE rOR 4LL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. ClM
D4TA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
1 RD8401)' 0 BNT lZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S~V6
IR08361) ZI D4T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE FOR 4LL'CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB B5ssve
DATA NOT 4V4tLABLE ~OR ALL CONDtTtONS
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGU~ATION DESC~IPTION
(~D84D1) () BNT 1282;BSWT 557 P~-~EO B~B B5S3V6
(~D8381) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~O~ ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1~8~'BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
BTWT 1~8~'BSWT 557 PR-FEO B~B
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PED BRB B5S3V6
D4TA NOT AV41L4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB" B5SaY6
04T4 N?T 4Y41L4BLE ~OR 4LL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04T4 SET s·...mOL CONF'IGUR4T10N DESCRIPTION
(R084011 0 BNT lZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5SSV8
(RD8361.l n D4T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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IRD8401) 0
IRD83151) n
I AD8351 ) <>
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V6
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3VS
D4T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
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BTWT lZ6Z/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB B5S3V6
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SY"BOL CONFI~URAtION DESCRIPTION
(R09401) () BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5SSV8
(R08Sel) ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-rEo BRB B5S3V6
DATA NOT AVAILABLE rOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3V6
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-~ED' BRB
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB
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04T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE 'OR 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-'ED BRB B5S3D9.4V6.1
04T4 NOT 4V41LABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
04T4 NOT 4V41LABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
04T4 NOT 4VAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1l!8l!/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1l!8l!/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1l!8l!/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1l!8l!/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1l!8l!/BSWT 557 PR-FED
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BTWT t28~/BSWT "7 PR-~ED
BTWT 1~8~/BSWT "7 PR-~ED
BTWT 1~8~/BSWT "7 PR-~ED
BTWT t~8~/BSWT "7 PR-~ED
BTWT .1~8~/BSWT "7 PR-~ED
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3D9.4V6.1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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eTWT 1282/BSWT '57 PR-FED
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED
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8TWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
8TWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
8TWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO
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DATA NOT AVAIlAelE FOR All CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-FED eRB B'S3D9.4V6.1
OATA NOT AVAIlABlE FOR All CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAIlABlE FOR All CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAIlABlE FOR All CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-rEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-rEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-rEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-rEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT' 557 PR-rEO







































EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 5'7 PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-~EO
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AD84Dl1 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(WD83011 Z! BTWT 1282/BSWT 117 PR-FED BRB BIS3D9.4V6.1
(RD832Z1 ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(RD83311 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(AD83411 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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8TWT 1282/8SWT 557 PR-FEO 8R8
8TWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO 8R8
8TWT 1282/8SWT 557 PR-FEO 8R8
8TWT 1282/8SWT 557 PR-FEO 8RB
8TWT 1282/8SWT 557 PR-FEO BR8
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(1008401) () BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
(we8301) Z! BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
(R08322) § BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
(R08331)1 BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
(1008341) BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
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D4T4 NOT 4V4Il.4Bl.E FOR 41.1. CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D9.4V6.1
D4T4 NOT 4V4Il.4Bl.E FOR 41.1. CONDITIONS
D4T4 NOT 4V4Il.4BLE FOR 41.1. CONDITIONS
D4T4 NOT 4V4IL4Bl.E FOR 4l.L CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 P~-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT '1282/BSWT 557 P~-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 P~-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 P~-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 P~-FEO
BETA OELTAV
BRB B5SSV6 0.000 0.000
B~B B5SS09.4V6.t 0.000 0.000
B~B B5SS010.4V6.1 0.000 0.000
BRB B5SS010.5V6.1 0.000 0.000
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EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LDW ALPHA
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BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FEO





































EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LDW ALPHA
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1l!8l!/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5SSD9.4V8.1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALl. CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1l!8l!/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1l!8l!/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1l!8l!/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1l!82/BSWT 557 PR-FEO
BTWT 1l!8l!/BSWT 557 PR-FEO


















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 5-to



















































BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT t282/BSWT 557 ' PR-FED
BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
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D4T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE ~O~ 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT lZ8Z'BSWT 557 P~-rED BRB B5S3D9.4V~.1
D4T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE rOR 4LL CONDITIONS
D4T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE rOR 4LL CONDITIONS
D4T4 NOT 4V41L4BLE ~O~ 4LL CONDITIONS
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-IS -10 - 5 o 5 10 20 25 so
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
'DATA SET SYMBOl.. CONF"tGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AD84Dll () BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-F"EO
(WD8301) n BTWT'1282/BSWT 557 PR-F"EO
(RD8322 i ~ BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-F"EO
(RD8331 > BTW'T 1282/BSWT 557 PR-F"EO
(ADe341 I BTWT 1282/BSWT 557, PR-F"EO
(R08201) D BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-F"EO
BETA OEl..TAY
BRB B5S3VS 0.000 0.000
BRB B5S309.4V6.1 0.000 O.ODo
BRB B5S301o.4VS.l 0.000 0.000
BRB B5S301o.5VS.l 0.000 0.000
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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BTWT 12S2/BSWT SST PR-FEo BRB
eTWT 1292/BSWT SST PR-FEo BRB
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- S a S to lS 20 as 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON'I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(WOSsat)· 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 'OR ALL CONDITIONS
(RDSS2t) Zi BTWT t282,BSWT SS7 PR-'ED BR8 8SS3Dl0.4V6.1
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BTWT 1282/BSWT SS7 PR-FEO BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT SS7 PR-FEO BRB
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ANGLE OF ATTACK~ ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS















llOlRP 0.0000 I HCHE S
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
MACH 1. 00 PAGE 373









-10 - , a , to IS 20 2' so
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3V6F
BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S3DtO.4V6.t















ZMRP 0.0000 I ~CM£ S
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
MACH 1. as PAGE 374
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EFFECT ~F DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LDW ALPHA
1.0
-4.0
-15 -10 - 5 o 5 to 20 25 3D
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(W085Dll () DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
(R08S211 ZS BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB BSS3Dl0.4V6.1
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BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-FEO BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-FEO BRB
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1.1
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-a.'
-I' -10 - , a , 10 IS 20 2' aa
DATA SEt SyMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
IWD85Dl' (.) D4T4 NOT 4V4IL4BLE FOR 4LL CONDITIONS
IRD8521I n BNT 1282,BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S5D1D.4V6.1
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BTWT 1292/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB
BTWT 1292/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB
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r tS -to - S a S to 20 2S ao
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrl~URATION DESCRIPTION
(W08S011 () DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(R08321 I n DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS'

















MA-CH 1.00 PAGE 379
EFFECT DF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LDW ALPHA
3D2S20105o
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB B5S3V6~
BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3DID.4V6.1















ZMRP 0.0000 I NCHE s
SCAl.E 0.6699 PEIlCHT


































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
CW08~Ot I 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
CRD8321) ZI BTWT 1282/BSWT 5~7 PR-FEO BRB B5s30tO.4V6.1
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BNT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
BNT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
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-IS -10 - s o s 10 15 20 so
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04T4 S~T SYMBOL CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
(1.106501:) 0 D4T4 NOT 4V4ILIIBLE FOR IILL CONDITIONS
(RD6S21) Z! BTWT 1262;BSWT 55.,. PR-FED BRB B553DI0.4V6.1
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
rr- I
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- 5 a s so IS 20 21 lIO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
lWD8501) () BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
lR08321) Z! BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB



















SCALE 0.8899 I PERCNT
MACH .90 PAGE 384
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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,EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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8TWT 1292/BSWT SS7 PR-FED BRB BSS3V6F
BTWT 1292/BSWT SS7 PR-FEO BRB BSS3DI0.4V6.1
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3Dl0.4ve.l





























EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
1.0: i I I I I' f
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
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DATA NOT AVAI~AB~E ~OR A~~ CONDITIONS
BTWT 1292/BS~T 55? PR-~ED BRB B5S3DIO.4V6.I














V..RP 0.0000 I NC~E s
Z..RP 0.0000 INCHES
SCALE 0.9999 ~ERCNT
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-PEO BRB
BTWT·1282/BSWT '57 PR-PEO BRB


















Z04RP 0.0000 I HCI1ES
SCALE 0.8899 PERCHT
MACH .90 PAGE 390
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".9 .8 .s .5 .4 .1 .it .t .0 .0 -.2 -.5 -.4 -.5
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
-.s -.8 -.9
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(WOaSOII 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL "CONDITIONS
(.R083~11 n DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS























































E'iiilff"l'fiilff"!i"fl'i"jiifil'ffir ! I ! 'K; rrrTT rTTTrTTTTTTT rrTTfJi I , i ~, I :
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.s .s .s .4 .3 .2 .t .0 .0 -.2 -.3 -.4 -.S -.ll -.7 -.11 -.9
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
O~T~ S~T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(WOS501' () BTWT lasa/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB BSS3V6F
(Ros3ai, Z! BTWT la8a/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3DI0.4V6.1

















MACH 1.05 PAGE 392
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM





DATA ~T AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S3D1D.4V6.1
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BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
(RD8701) (J BTwT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-~EO BRB















EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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BrwT 1282'BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB
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•• •• .S .4 .5 .2 .t .0 .0 -.2 -.S -.4 -.S -.S -.7' -.8
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
04T4 SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(R08?01l 0 BTWT tZ8Z.fBSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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BTWT 12S2/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB













































EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
.,.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10





BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




BTWT 1262/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
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BETA










BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3V6F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BETA
o 2 .4 8 iO i6
04T4 SET SYHBOL
(woa,o, J 0(woa",) n
(W0836') 0
CONFI~UR4TION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-FEO BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT "7 PR-FEO BRB
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BETA
o 4 • It 10 12 14
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BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN YA~
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eTWT 1282/eSWT 'S7 PR-FED eRB B5S3V6F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 12B2/BSWT 557 PR-.EO
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN YAW



































j () BTWT Ilel/BSWT 115? PR-FED
'Zl BTWT tle2/BSWT 55? PR-FED
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-te -t4 -t2 -to - e
- 6 - 2
BETA
a 2 4 e e to t4 te
CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
eTWT lZ8z/eSWT 557 PR-FEO eRB BSS3ve
eTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S304.IVG
DATA NOT AVAIL4BLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT SS7 PR-FED BRB BSS3VI
BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT SS7 PR-FED BRB BSS3D".SVI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN YAW
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DATA SET SYMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION ALPI1A D~LTAV
CRD8.0S I ~ BTWT l2112/BSWT 99? PR-~ED BRB B5SSVI 0.000 0.000• RD8SSS I BTWT l282/BSWT 99? PR-~ED eRB B5SSD4.5VI 0.000 0.000
cWDesss I 8 BTWT l282/BSWT 95? PR-FED eRB B9SSD10.5VI.t O.ODO O.DOOCWD8S.S I BTWT l282/BSWT 55? PR-FED eRB B5SSD10.IV6.1 0.000 0.000
RE~ERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9.?500 SQ.IN.
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BTWT tZllZ/BSWT "5? PR-FED
BTWT tZeZ/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT tzez/eSWT "5? PR-FED





















LREF t 1I8S0 INCHES
BREF t 1I8110 INCHES
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EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS IN YAW
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BTWT lZS2,BSWT ~57 PR-~EO eRB BSsaVG
BTWT 1292,eSWT 557 PR-FEO eRe B5sa04.'V.
DATA NOT AVAilAelE ~OR All CONDITIONS
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eTWT 1282/esWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5s3V.
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5S3D".5V.
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS













LREF ' 830 INCHES
BREF ' 830 INCHES
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DATA SET sp,eOL CON~IGURATION O~SCRIPTION ALPHA DELTA V
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BTWT t~8~/BSWT 55? PR-~ED BRB B5S3Ve.t
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eTWT t~8~/BSWT 55? PR-~ED eRB B5S3D'D.5V8.t
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
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O"T.. SET SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA DELTAV
(WIleSte I ~ DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 7.700 0.000(ROesoe I OATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 7.700 0.000("'O"SSe I § BTWT 1l2e2/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B.SllDI0.5VII.1 7.?DO 0.000(ROesee I BTWT 12e2/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5SSDI.lIVe 7.?00 0.000(~De40" ) eTWT 12s2/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S11ve 7.?00 0.000
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CON~IGUR"TION DESCRIPTION
BTWT t292/BSWT 55? PR-~ED eRB e5S5v•• t
eTWT t292/BSWT 55? PR-~ED eRB e5s5D9.4ve.t
eTWT t292/BSWT 55? PR-~ED eRe B5SSDtO.5ve.t
OAT" NOT AVAILAeLE ~OR "LL CONDITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWY 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB BSSSOIO.SV6.1
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB BSSSD1.5V6
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04T4 SET '1YMeOL CONFI~UR4TION DESCRIPTION ·ALPHA DELTAV
lW08S0S) 9 erwT tZ8z/eSWT 55? PR-FED eRe BSs3veF tD.OOO o.ooaIR0854S) eTWT tZ8z/eSWT 5S? PR-FEO eRe e5s3DtO.4V6F to.OOO 0.000
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CONPi~URATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE POR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT t282,BSWT 55? PR-PEO BRB B6S~OtO.4V8.t
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DATA NOT AVAI~AB~E ~OR A~~ CONDITIONS
BTWT 12eZ/BSWT 5,? PR-~ED eRe e's3D1D.4ve.l
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILAeLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
eTWT t28~/eSWT 55? PR-~ED BRB essaOtO.4V8.t
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EFFECT ~F DRAG PETALS IN YAW
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0llTA SET SYMeOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA DELTAV
(104Dl!l505 ) ~ BTWT t262/BSWT 55? PIl-FED eRe e5SIV6~ to.ooo 0.000<R08'45) BTWT lZ19Z/BSWT 55? PIl-FED BRB BIISI01O.4VllF 10.000 0.000(104D85Z5 ) 8 BTWT lZ62/eSWT 55? PIl-FEO BRB B5SlIOtO.4Vll.1 to.OOO 0.000<'-0 85Z8 ) BTWT lzeZ/BSWT 115? PIl-FEO BIlB BIISI010.4V!I.1 -10.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9.?1I00 SQ.IN.
LREF 14 •• ellO INCHES
BREF 14 •• ellO INCHES
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DATA NOT 4V41LABLE ~OR 4LL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282;BsWT '5? PR-F£D BRB B5SSDtO.CV8.1
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ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA S~T ~YMBOL CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
(woe,ot) () BTWT t282/BSWT "7 PR-~ED BRB
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA Sl!:T SYMBOL
(10«)81101 I 0
I ADeelll I Zl
CON~tGURATtON DESCRtPTtON
BTWT 1282/BSWT liS? PR-FED BRB
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET syMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(WDSS011 r.J BTWT lZ82/BSWT "" PR-FED BRB
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EFFECT OF FIN FLARINGS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
·D"T.. SET SYMBOL
("'Oe501) 0
( ..De851 ) Z!
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1282/BSWT "57 PR-FED BRB
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SC4LE 0.8899 PERC NT
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PITCHING MeMENT CeEFFICIENT. CLM
REFERENCE: INFORMATIONDA U. aE:T aY~BOl.
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CONFIGURATION OE:SCRIPTION
BTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FE:O Bne
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PITCHING M~MENT C~EFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET syMBOl.
CWI)9S0S I (.)
I ADeSS1 I ZI
CON~t~URATtON DESCRtPTtON
STWT 1282/SSWT "., PR-FED BRB
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CONFI~UR"TION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 12e2~BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
BTWT 12e2~BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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EFFECT OF FIN FLARINGS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
D"T" S!:T SYMBOL
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMeOl.
(W08501 I 0
1 A08 ..51 I n
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED eRe
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LREF 14 ••830 INCHES
eREF 14.8830 INCHES
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EFFECT OF FIN FLARINGS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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eTWT t282/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB







sREF 9.7500 SQ. IN.
LREF 14.B830 INC"Es
BREF 14.B8110 INC ..Es
XIolRP a.BOOO LBODv
YIolRP 0.0000 INC ..ES
ZMRP 0.0000 INC ..Es
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O"T'" SET SYMeOL
lWOl!lSOt I 0
I "Ol!l8St I II
CONFIGUR... TION DESCRIPTION
eTWT tZl!lz/eSWT "7 PR-FED eRB
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








LREF 14 ••830 INCHES"
BREF 14 ••830 INCHES
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET fYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IAD84Dtl l.) eTWT t282/eSWT ,,? PR-FED eRe e'S3V8
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EFFECT OF FIN FLARINGS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED eRe
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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DATA NOT AVAILAElLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS









BREF t4.S8110 INC ..Es
XMRP 0.8000 Ll!IOD~
YMRP 0.0000 INC ..Es
ZMRP 0.0000 tNC ..Es
SCALE 0.8899 PERCNT







EFFECT l1F FIN FLARINGS IN PITCH. Ll1W ALPHA
'.0
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•• •• •• .S •4 .a •• .S .0 • 0 -.. -.a -.4 -.S -.. -.. -.11
PITCHING MCMENT CCEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SyMBOL
I ADEl40t' 0
I BD","!!t , Zl
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT lZElZ,BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRE
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB
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EFFECT OF FIN FLARINGS IN PITCH. LOW ALPHA
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EFFECT OF FIN FLARINGS IN PITCH, LOW ALPHA
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA &£T &YMBOL
I A0840t ) Cl
I BD8115t ) Zl
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT t282/BSWT 557 PR-~ED BRB
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ANGLE QF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL
1 AO"'''OI 1 0
1BOll"511 n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS








LREF t 830 INCHES
BREF 830 INCHEs
XMRP 0 ••000 LeODY
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES
SCALE 0.8899 PERC NT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE ~G~A
RE~ERENCE IN~ORMATION
8RE~ •• ?SOO SO.IN.
LRE~ 14 •••80 INCHES
BRE~ 14 ••880 tNCHES




BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S2V3.2F1 CAD8841J 13 SEP 72 PAGE 473
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
PARAMETRIc VALUES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE ~G~A
RE~ERENCE tN~ORMATION
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE IN~ORMATION
SREF 9.~'00 SQ.IN.
LREF t •• 18110 INC~ES

























BT~T t282/eS~T ,,~ PR-~EO
. eT~T t282/eS~T '5~ PR-~EO
BT~T t282/eS~T 55~ PR-FEO
eTWT t282/eS~T '5~ PR-FEO
eT~T t282/BS~T 55~ PR-FEO
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BTWT 12l'l2/BSWT 55? PR-~EO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-~EO
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eTWT 1282/eSWT 55? PR-FED
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BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT tZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED
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eTWT l~e~/eSWT 55? PR-FED
eTWT l~e~/eSWT 55? PR-FED
eTWT l~e~/eSWT 55? PR-FED
eTWT t~e~/eSWT 55? PR-FED
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BTWT 1282/BSWT ,,? PR-~ED
eTWT t282/eSWT ,,? PR-~ED
eTWT 1282/eSWT ,,? PR-~ED
eTWT 1282/BsWT ,,? PR-~ED
eTWT t282/eSWT .,'? PR-~ED
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BTWT 1282/eSWT '57 PR-FED
eTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED



































































•• .8 .s .s • 4 .3 .2 .t .D .D -.2 -.3 -.4 -.s -.s -.., -.. -..
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SI!:T SYMBOL CON~IGURATION DEsCRIPTION -Bl!:TA Dl!:LTAV
(RDElEl5t) ~ BTWT t282/eSWT 55., PR-~ED eRe e5s2V5.2 0.000(RDElEl42 ) eTWT t282/BSWT 55., PR-~ED BRB e5s2V3.2~t 0.000
(Roeeot) ~ BTWT t282/eSWT 55., PR-~ED BRe B5s2V3 0.000(Roat'tt) eTWT t2El2/BSWT 55., PR-~ED BRB B5s2V3F2.t 0.000(RDElEl21 ) BTWT t2El2/BSWT 55., PR-FED eRB e5s2v3Ft 0.000
(RDElS" I D BTWT t282/BSWT 55., PR-~ED BRB B5s2V3.3~t 0.000
RE~l!:Rl!:NCE IN~ORMATION
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CONFIGUR .. TICN DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? P!l-FED
BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
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. -;-r- r-t--t--r--t--
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-1' - , a , so 20 2' aa
ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D"T" SET SYMElOL CON~IGUR"TION DESCRIPTION eETA DELTI.V RE~ERENCE IN~ORM"TlON
1RDe83t ) ~ eTWT t~e~/eSWT '5? PR-~ED eRB e'S~V3.~ 0.000 SRE~ 9.?500 SQ.IN.IRD8842 ) eTWT t~e~/eSWT 55? PR-F'ED eRe e5S~V3.~~1 0.000 LRE~ 14.111130 INCHES
(RDeeOt) ~ eTWT 1~1I~/eSWT 55? PR-~ED eREl e'S~V3 0.000 eRE~ 14.111130 INCHES(110e911 ) eTWT 1~8~/eSWT 55? PR-~ED eRe e5S~V3~~.1 0.000 XHRP 0.11000 LeODY1RDee2t ) eTWT 1282/eSWT 55? PR-~ED eRe e5S~V3~1 0.000 YHRP 0.0000 INCHEs
(RDeest ) D eTWT tZII2/eSWT 55? ~R-F'ED er.e e5S~V3.3Ft O.OOD ZHRP 0.0000 INCHES
SCALE 0.111199 PERCNT
MACH 3.98 PAGE 487
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I Roe85t 1 D
CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
BTWT t282;BSWT "7 PR-FED
BTWT t2~2;BSWT "7 PR-FED
BTWT tZ02;BSWT 5'7 PR-FED
BTWT tZ82;BSWT "7 PR-FED
BTWT t282;BSWT "7 PR-FED
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ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.ao
-IS -ta - , o , 10 aa as aa
REFERENCE INFORMATIONDATA SET, SY"'eOL
"RD""31) 0






eTWT la9a/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT la9a/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/eSWT 557 PR-FED
eTWT 1292/eSWT 557 PR-FED
eTWT 1292/BSWT 557 PR-FED
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eTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
eTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
eTWT t282/BSWT 59? PR-FED
eTWT t28Z/BSWT 55? PR-FED
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-111 - III o s 10 eo ell ao
ANGLE DF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OAT" SET SyMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAY
(RD8831 ) ~ BNT 1282/BSWT 55" PR-FEO eRe e5s2Y3.2 0.000( RD8842) BTWT 1282/BSWT 55 .. PR-FEO 'BRe e5S2Y3.2Ft 0.000
(RD88Dl ) § BTWT 1282/BSWT 55.. PR-FEO BRB e5S2Y3 0.000(RD8811 ) BTWT 1282/eSWT 55" PR-FED eRB eSS2Y3F2.1 0.000(R08821 I eTWT 1282/eSWT 5S.. PR-FED BRe eSs2y3Fl 0.000
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eTWT t282/eSWT 557 PR-FED BRe B5S'VB.l
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB e5S'V9AF,
eTWT t262/BSWT 557 PR-FED eRe B5S2V'.'FI
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DATA NOT AVAILAeLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
eTWT 1282,eSWT 557 PR-FED eRe eSS3VII
eTWT 1282,eSWT 557 PR-FED eRe eSS3V9AF3
eTWT 1282,eSWT 557 PR-FED eRe eSS2V3.3FI
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EFFECT OF FIN FLARINGS IN YAW
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eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED eRe essaVI.1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
eTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED eRB e5saV9AFa
eTWT 1282/BSWT 5S7 PR-FED eRe eSS2va.aFI
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT t21l2/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5SaVIl
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB e5SaV9AFa
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED eRB B5S2va.SFl
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BTWT t2e2/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
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BTWT tZ9Z,BSWT '57 PR-~ED BRB
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BTWT taBa/BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB
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BTWT 1282;BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB































EFFECT QF FIN FLARINGS IN YAW
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eTWT 1282/eSWT '5? PR-~ED eRe
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EFFECT ~F FIN FLARINGS IN YAW A .....
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BTWT tZ8Z,BSWT "7 PR-FED BRB













































































DATA HIST. COOE *G




~REF 14 .e8~0 INCHES















BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB 85S2V3.2Fl (.WD8845) 13 SEP 72 PAGE 502
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04TA HtsT. COOE *G


















































































BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
.85S2V3. 2F 1 (WD8845) 13 SEP 72 PAGE 504
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-18 -14 -.12 -10 - a -. - 4 - It a It 4 • IS 10 12 14 18
DATA HIST. CODE ~G
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557
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DATA HIST. COOE *~





LREF t4 ••8S0 INC",ES
BREF t4 ••8S0 INC.HES
















- 2 o 4 e • 10 II! 14 I.
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S2V3.2FI (WD8845J 13 SEP 72 PAGE 506
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OAT4 HIST. COOE *G
REFERENCE INFORMATION







BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5S2V3.2Fl CW08845) 13 SEP72 PAGE 507
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BTWT le&e/BSWT 55? PR-FED eRe e5SS
DATA NOT AVAt~AB~E FOR A~~ CONOtTtONS
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e.1I '4 ,. lie .0 .e e4 ee ee ?o ?4 ?e ?e eo ee e4 ee ee






BTWT IZ8Z/BSWT II11? PR-FEO BRe
BTWT IZ8Z/BSWT II11? PR-FEO BRe


































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
e2eo1111
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 12112/BSWT SS., PR-FED BRB BSSS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONs
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BTWT 129Z/BSWT 55., PR-FED
BTWT 1Z9Z/BSWT 55., PR-FED
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BTWT 128e/BSWT SS? PR-FED BRB BSSS
DATA NOT AVAI~AB~E FOR A~~ CONDITIONS
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eTWT 1282,eSWT "7 PR-FED
eTWT 1282,eSWT "7 PR-FED
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eTWT 1282/eSWT "., PR-~ED eRe e,s'
DATA NOT ..VAIL..eLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT ta9a/BSWT 'ST PR-FE:D
eTWT taea/eSWT 'ST PR-FED
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
eTWT 1282,eSWT "1' PR-FED BRB B'S'
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS























MACH 1. 60 PAGE 516
. .. . -r-H-t •
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BTWT 1282/BSWT S5? PR-FED eRe
BTWT lZ8z/eSWT 557 PR-FED eRe








DELTA V REFERENCE INFORHAT~ON
SREF 9.7500 SQ.IN.
LREF 14 ••8110 INCHES
eREF 14 ••8110 INCHES
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"-J"-J .......... I..... "-J I'-" .....
- .... ..... - -~ "-J I..... "-J .....
J
-.as
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGUn ... TION DESCRIPTION
eTWT t202/BSWT "7 pn-FED eRe e,s,
D"'T'" NOT ... V... Il ...BlE FOR ...ll CO~DITIONS
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BTWT 12l!12/BSWT 55,. PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55,. PR-~ED




























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT IZ82/BSWT 55? PR-~ED BRB B5S5
DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALl. CONDITIONS
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eTWT 1292/eSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 1292/BSWT 55? PR-FEO
BTWT 1292/BSWT 55? PR-FEO
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BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-~ItD
BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-~ED
BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-~ED
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BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-~ED
BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-~ED
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eTWT Il!8l!/eSWT SS? PR-FED
eTWT 12el!/eSWT SS? PR-FED
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BTWT tZIIIZ/BSWT 557 PR-~ED
BTWT tZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-~ED


















SCALE 0.8899 PERf NT
MACH 3.51 PAGE 525














































BTWT t2C12/BSWT "7 PR-~EO
BTWT t282/BSWT "7 PR-~EO
BrWT t282/BSWT "7 PR-~EO
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EFFECT~F TRIM TABS, TRIANGULAR SHR~UD
i ·rr-t-· -rt--t· f·t-t




5e 5e eo ez ee ee 7'4 7'8 80 84 8e 88






BTWT 1Z82/BSWT "" PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT "" PR-FED



















MACH 3.51 PAGE 527
r-r-r-r- . . . f-rr--r-t- rt-Tr- "t-f rf1
I ~
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB



























MACH 3.51 PAGE 528
EFFECT OF FIN - DRAG PETAL COMBINATIONS
•• 0 '" I "" III I I I II II I I '" I I "' "" "' I I I II I I II ,., " "" '" I '" I I I " '" I I I I I " I I
4 •• ...-....._-- ---. ~---.~---- --..--- >.----.1-.--. ---- -.--.- ..- .•.- •.................-. I····
4.0 ._-•.....---. _.__. ---- ---->---.-+----+----I~----t---t---+----~----






































-4·8.e. a.sa a.s. 0.4a a.4' a.'D D." D.eD D.es D.?D D.?S D.eD D.es 0.90 D.9S l.aD I.DS 1.10 1.ISI.ea
MACH NUMBER
aATA SET ~YMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA DELTAV
CRDS559 ) : ~ BTWT 12S2'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BSS'DI. sveF 0.000 0.000 0.000
CRDS,S9) . BTWT 12S2'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5S'Dl.TV6 0.000 0.000 0.000
CRDS,59) § BTWT 1282'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5S'D4.5ve 0.000 0.000 0.000CRDS'T9 ) BTWT 1282'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5S'D4.?V6 0.000 0.000 0,000CX08S29) BTWT 1282'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BSS'OI0.4ve.l 0.000 0.000 0.000









ALPHA -.02 PAGE 529
, , , ,
'" , '" , '" , '" , '" ,
" ,.. ,-










·p ·----._- -_.- 1---- ~- --- f--... --- --. / ---
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---r-- ------ ~---














































































BTWT 1282/BSWT SS? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT SS? PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT SS? PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT SS? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT SS? PR-FED




































LREF 1•• e830 INCHES
BREF 1•• 88S0 INCHES
. lIMRP 0.8000 LBOOY
TMRP 0.0000 INCHES
lMRP O. 0000 INCHES
SCAl.E 0.8899 PERCNT
ALPHA -.02 PAGE 530
EFFECT OF FIN - DRAG PETAL COMBINATIONS
•• "r r " r, I I " I J " '" f "r, , I " I",,, I I'r ,., ,-,", I "'r",", .•.•'1'-,' -, 'r ,-, '" ,',. I I " '" It'" , r r', " I ,
.1
.. _._ ..... - - -'-'-"
._--~- '---- _._-- ----
-------+--·--If-- t----t--- +---+----1'----+--- -- --- f----.- -_.-_.- .---._... -.-.-'.'
.• _....- ... '--- -·---t---i-----+-·--+---t---+---+---+---+---f----+---+--·c.. .....·--t---Ir--














































8TWT 128Z/8SWT II? PR-FED
8TWT 128Z/8SWT SST PR-FED
8TWT 1282/8SWT SS? PR-FED
8TWT 1282/8SWT SS? PR-FED
8TWT 1282/8SWT SS? PR-FED










































ALPHA -.02 PAGE 531
It
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALSI.' "" "" "" '''' "" '''' "" -"")" ,-,,-, "r, '1"'1' ',-,,', '1"" ,,,-, """ "" f", "" ""
•• 1 --------.- ----- --f----'r------jf---f-----t------ ~---- ,---- ------











































8TWT 1282/8SWT 55? PR-FED BR8

















'ALPHA .03 PAGE 532
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS
0.0 l"I / / / ,/ /I "" /, / / /I / / / /I / / / / / /-/ r,. / / / 1 1 /I / 1-' 1 1 ,-, -, 1 r / ,-/ /" 1 / 1 / 1 '" 1 '" 1 / 1 1 / /" I
---- -- f----+-,---+---t---I~-_t---+---+--+__--~---f --- ---f---f--
--



































-a·8.t5 0.50 0.58 0 ••0 0.48 0.50 0.88 0.00 0.85 0.70 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.08 1.10 I.l51.aa
MACH NUMBER




BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED 8R8

















ALPHA .03 PAGE 533
EFFECT OF DRAG PETALS
.1 "" "" ,." "If "" "" ",-, .-,., ,- •• , If'-' ,-,-,,- "." ,,-,-, ,.",.• ", .,., .", ,.,. ""
.1 ----- ------ ----- f----- ---- ------ ------- ---:---- ------ ----- ------
., -- ---- ----- --- ----t-----t:---+---4---..-4f-----f---+---..-4---+----
•• ------- ----- ----r---+---f---t---+---f---t---+---f---t---+---I---+----J----J-
.1 ~-----
---t---t---t---t----t----jf---+---t---t---t-'---t---+---lf------f---r------
.4 ~---~--___l~---+---4----i~--+--_f---,--~--+--_f---~--+---.. --J_--- --- '---- -----






































BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB

















ALPHA .03 PAGE 534
EFFECT OF FIN FLARINGS
11.0 "" "" "" "" ..-". ,."., , ... ,.,..., .....-, ·'TT'· .,.,.,., ·'·'T' T'T'··""I"'· .,,-,., "". "" "" "" ""









































BTWT 12S2'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB

















ALPHA .03 PAGE 535
EFFECT DF FIN FLARINGS
'.0 "" "" "" ",-, "" ,,-,-, ',',-" ',"r, -",-,- -,'-,-,', ,-,-,-,--, ....-r r,-,'-'- -,',r, r,-" "" "', "" ",,-
1.1 -------, ----- ---f----f----~-.-+----+---+--+--+---+_--_4---j~--~---~----f__---- ------















































BTWT 12B2/BSWT SST PR-FEO BRB















ALPHA .03 PAGE 536
.EFFECT OF FIN FLARINGS
.t t", "" ,.", "" ,."., "." .".,.,. "'T" T'-,,- "T"'-'-'-'''''' Tr,-r',-,-,-,·",," ,'"., "." "" "" ""
.~ .''--- --- ---- ------ ~,--t---t_---+---t--_·b_--+----.---+---t'-----















































8TWT 1282,8SWT '5'" PR-FED BRB












8REF 1•• 41850 INCHES




ALPHA .03 PAGE 537
•FIN EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH
•••• " ,
, , , , , , , , , - ,- , , ,-,-, f--f " ',- f-f-· T--' f- -'f- f- ,- - ,-' f-f' - f -1 'f -f f ,- f'f', , , , , f , , , , , f I
••••
--_.
--- f----~-- --- -_..- ..._---_ ... -_... _.. -
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•• 11 114 110 118 02 .e .a 'PO 'P2 'P4 'P. 'P. 80 82 84 ae oa
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SE~ SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IDD850Z1 () BTWT IZ82/BSWT SST PR-FED
I AD85121 n BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED
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fIN EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH
II.. -", '" '" ,--, --, ,,-, --,--,.-,- -,-,--, - -'--'--r --,-,--,- --T-,'T- '-r-,- ,--,--,- ,--,- ,-" --", " -, ,-" , , ,
10.1 ---------- - ---- -._-e----- ---- f--- ~---r_--+----+_--_j~------.-- f----.--
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a.lI l1• 51 1I1 .0 12 • 1 •• ..0 ..e ... ... ... .0 .e •• III 15
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET STMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IDD85021 () BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED
IAD85121 ZI BTWT 1252/BSWT SST PR-FED
















SREF 1.1'500 SQ. IN.
1..REF ' •• 1I5110 INCMES






FIN EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH

















































BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 55? PR-FED























MACH .90 PAGE 540
FIN EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH
'I:. ,." 'II 'I' '·r, "-, .. ,.,-,. -,-,., ··,··r'· "'T ·T,··, ·rr'····'·,·,· .,.,-, T'·' ," '" '" 'II
••.• .- .-.-- ---'-'--~-- ----+---+--+-.-.---+--- ---f------f----f----t---t---- ----.
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/~
a.D
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BTWT 1282/B5WT 55? PR-FED BRB BS5SV8F
BTWT 12B2/B5WT 55? PR-FED BRB BSSSV8F
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BTWT 12112/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 12112/BSWT 55? PR-FED






















SCALE 0 •• 899 PERCNT
MACH 1. 00 PAGE
,
584
FIN EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PRoOFED BRB B5ssveF
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PRoOFED BRB B5SSV6F











~REF 14 •••S0 INCHES
BREF 14.e.so INCHES
XMRP 0 ••000 LOODY
YMRP O.tlOOO INCHES
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES
SCA~E 0 •• 899 PERCNT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES







BTWT 1282'BSWT 55? PR-FEO
BTWT 1282,BSWT 55? PR-FEO
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BTWT 12112/BSWT SST PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-~ED
BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-~ED
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BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BSS3VIIF
BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BSS3veF
D"T" NOT -"V"IL"BLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1ZB2/BSWT ,,? PR-FED BRB B'S5V8F
BTWT 1282/BSWT ,,? PR-FED BRB B'S5V8F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URAT[ON DESCRIPTION BETA OELTAV
IB08S02) 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FEO BRB B5S3V6F 0.000 0.000(808512) BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FEO BRB B5S3V6F 0.000 -40.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
(808502) 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5SSVtlF 0.000 0.000(B08512) BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FEO BRB B5SSVtlF 0.000 -40.000
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8TWT 1282'BSWT 557 PR-FEo 8RB B5SSV6F
BTWT 1282'BSWT 557 PR-FEo BRB 85SSV6F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5SSV6F
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FEO BRB B5SSV6F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OllTlI SET SYMBOl.. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
(B01l502 ) ~ Bnn' 1282'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BSS3V8F 0.000 0.000(B01l512) Bnn' 1282'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BSS3V8F 0.000 -40.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-'·'4 •• .8 .0 .Z e4 ee 118 'PO 'PZ 'Pe 'P8 80 8Z 84 8e 88
OATA SET SYMBot. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
(B08S021 9 BTWT 1282,fBSWT SST PR-FEO BRB B5SlIV6F 0.000 0.000(B01l5121 BTWT 1282,fBSWT 551' PR-FEO BRB B5SlIV6F 0.000 -40.000
(B01l5221 8 BTWT ·1282,fBSWT 551' PR-FEO BRB B5SlIV6F 0.000 -60.000(R01l51121 BTWT lZ82,fBSWT 551' PR-FEO BRB B5slIveF 0.000 -80.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9.1'500 SQ.lN.
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BTWT 1282'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5saVSF
BTWT 12B2,BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5SSV6F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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8TWT 1282,8SWT S5,. PR-FED 8RB B5SSV6F
8TWT -1282'8SWT 55,. PR-FED BRB B5SSV6F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
a"T" SET SYMBOL CONFIGUR ..TION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
(Baes02 I 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5SSV6F 0.000 0.000(808512) BTWT 1282/BSWT S51' PR-FED BRB B5S11V6F 0.000 -40.000
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM































.11 •• .s .s .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.a -.s -.s
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
IBD85021 :9 BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5saVIIF 0.000 0.000
IBD85121 BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FEO BRB B5saVIIF 0.000 -40.000
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BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-rED BRB B5SSVer
BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-rED BRB B5SSV6r
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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•• •• .s .4 •• .2 • 1 .a -.1 -.2 -.. -.4 -.s• 0 ... - ..
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA SET SYMBOl. CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA aELTAV Rf;"ERENCE IN~OlI"ATION
(8D8,02 l 9 BTWT IZBZ/BSWT SST PR-~f;D BRB Bss.ve~ a.DDD a.ODO SRE" 9."SDO SQ.IN.(BDB5tZI BTWT IzeZ/BSWT SST PR-~ED BRB Bss.ve~ a.ooo -4a.DOD LRE,. 14.esso INC>lES
(B08,22 ) 8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE "OR ALL CONDITIONS a.DDO -eo.ooo BRE~ 14.esso INC>lES(ROe,S2 ) DATA MOT AVAILABLE "OR ALL CONDITIONS a.OOD -SO. ODD XMRP' O.eDDD LBOOYYMRP' 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP' 0.0000 INCHES
SCALf; 0.8899 P'ERCNT
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
a.1I ••
.8 .1' •• .S .3 .2 .1 .0 -.1 -.2 -.3 -.'
-.Il
DATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
c BD850Z I ~ BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5SSVllF 0.000 D.DDDCBD851Z1 BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5SlIV6F D.DDD -AD. DOD
CBD852Z1 8 BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 551' PR-VED BRB B5SlIVllF 0.000 -llD.DDDCRD8SSZ I BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5SlIVllF 0.000 -8D.DDD
REFEREMCE IMFORMATI.ON
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Ie lIlI eo ee ee .lI 'P. 'Pe 'P4 'Pe 'PlI liD lI4 '1 •• .11
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOt. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
IBD8502 ) ~ BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BSSaYI,. 0.000 0.000IBD85(2) BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BSSaYI,. 0.000 -40.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.De










BTWT 1282,BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5S'V8F
BTWT 1282,BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5S'V8F
DAT~ NOT AV~IL~BLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5ssveF
BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5ssveF
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS'
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA OELTAV
( B085021 ~ BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-FEO BRB B5S:5V8F 0.000 0.000(B085121: BTWT t282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5S:5V8F 0.000 -40.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BETA DELTAV
( 1l08.0Z1 9 BTWT JZaZ/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5SSVIlF 0.000 0.000(B08.1Z1 BTWT JZ8Z/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5ssveF 0.000 -.O.QOO
CB08522 ) 8 BTWT JZ8Z/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5ssveF 0.000 -eo.ooo(R08.lIZ 1 BTWT JZaZ/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5ssveF 0.000 -80.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF !I.T500 SQ.IN.
LREF ' •• e8S0 INCHES
BREF , ••••SO INCHES
XMRP 0 ••000 LeOOY
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES
SCALE 0 •• 899 PERCNT
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BTWT 1282/8SWT 55? PR-FED 8R8 BsssveF
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB BsssveF
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








BTWT 1282'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5S5V6F
BTWT 1282'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5S5VBF
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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-.40 58 80 82 .. 8e 88 'PO 'P2 'P. 'P8 'P8 80 82 8. 88 88 10e4 e.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOl.. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
CBD8S0Z1 9 BTWT IZ8Z,BSWT 5'T PR-FED BRB BISSV6F 0.000 0.000CB08S1Z1 BTWT IZ8Z'BSWT "T PR-FED BRB B'SSVGF 0.000 -40.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
_1. 0
114 lie 1111 eo ee e4 ee ell TO Te T4 Te Til 80 lie 114 88 1111
.0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DEsCRIPTION BETA DELTAY
(808,02) 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5S3Y8F 0.000 0.000(BOS,121 BTWT 1282/BSWT 551' PR-FEO BRB B5S3Y8F 0.000 -40.000
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BTWT 1282,BSWT 55? PR-FEO BRB B5SSV6F
BTWT 1282,BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5SSV6F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 55T PR-FED BRB B5S5V8F
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55T PR-FED BRB B5S5V8F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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FIN EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0
114 lie 1111 eo e2 e4 ee ell 70 72 74 7e 71 10 14 Ie 81 eo
REFERENCE ,INFORMATIONDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAY
IB0811t12) 9 BTWT S282/BSWT 551' PR-Fe:O BRB B5S3YllF 0.000 0.000IBOSII12) BTWT S2S2/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5S3YllF 0.000 -40.000
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BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FEO
BTWT t282/BSWT SST PR-FEO
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SCALE 0.8899 ~ERCNT
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FIN EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED




















SREF 9.?5DD SQ. IN.
LREF t4 ••8S0 INCHES
BREF tol.68S0 I·NCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA OELTAV
I A08402) 9 BTWT 1282/BSWT 551' PR-FEO BRB B5S8VII 0.000 0.000CROS.. tZ) BTWT 128Z/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5S8VII 0.000 -40.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
D"T" SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
I "DS.. D21 9 BTWT t2S2,BSWT 55? PROoFED BRB B5SSVEI D.DDD O.DOOIRDs.. t21 BTWT '282'BSWT 55? PROoFED BRB B5SSV6 0.000 -40.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATIONOATA SI!:T SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA OELTAV
(A08 ...02 ) ~ BTWT 12B2/BSWT SS1' PR-FED BRB BSSliVII 0.000 0.000(RD8.U2) BTWT 12112/BSWT SS1' PR-FED BRB BSSliV. 0.000 -40.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
04TA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
'40S40Z I ~ BTWT lZSZ/BSWT SS., PR-FED BRB BSSSVG D.OOO 0.000lR08412) BTWT 1282/BSWT 55., PR-FED BRB BSSSV8 0.000 -40.000







ZMRP O. 0000 IHCHES
SCALE 0.8899 PERCHT
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BTWT 12S2/BSWT "T PRooFED
BTWT 1282/BSWT "T PRooFED
BTWT 12e2/BSWT "T PRooFED
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FIN EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH
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PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. ClM
DATA .ET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION ·BETA OEl.TAV
I ADS40Z I ~ BTWT tZ8ZJ'BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5ssve D.OOO 0.000IRDS4tZl BTWT tZ8ZJ'BSWT 55T PR-FED BRB B5SSVlI 0.000 -40.000
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•FIN EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.ae
' .. SI .1 00 02 I. III .1 1'0 1'2 1'e 1'1 80 82 81 .1 '0
DATA SET SYMBOl.




BTWT 1Z8Z/BSWT 55? PR-FEO
BTWT 1Z8Z/BSWT 55? PR-FEO
BTWT 1Z82/BSWT 55? PR-FEO
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET $YMBOL CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
(AD8~DZ I ~ BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT "1' PR-~ED BRB B,savs D.DDD D.DDD(RD8~1Z I BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT "1' PR-FED BRB B'Savs D.DDD -40.000
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BTWT 1282/BSWT lillY PR-FEO
BTWT 12B2/BSWT lillY PR-FEO
BTWT 12B2/BSWT lillY PR-FEO
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FIN EFFECTIVENESS IN PITCH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAY
IAD84021 ~ BTWT 1282,BSWT 55T PR-FEO BRB B5SSye 0.000 0.000IR084121 BTWT 1282,BSWT 55T PR-FEO BRB B5SSye 0.000 -.0.000
IWD84221 8 BTWT 1282,BSWT 55T PR-FEO BRB B5SSye 0.000 -eo.ooo(RD841121 BTWT 1282'BSWT 55T PR-FEO BRB B5SSye 0.000 -'0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9.7500 SQ.IN.
LREF 1•• 88S0 INCHES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
BETA DELTAY
(A0840Z) ~ BTWT SZ8Z/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5S~Ye 0.000 0.000IRD841Z) BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5s~Ye 0.000 -40.000
lW0842Z) 8 BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5s~Ye 0.000 -eo.OOO(RD84~21 BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5S~Ye 0.000 -80.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OATA SET SYMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
I AD8402) 9 BTVT 1282/BSWT "T PR-FED BRB B,ssve 0.000 0.000IRD8412 ) BTVT 1282/BSWT "T PR-FED BRB B'ssve 0.000 -40.000
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BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FEO
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FIN EFFECTIVENESS IN YAW
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BTWT 1282,BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5S3ve
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282,BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5S5V6
aTWT 1282'BSWT 551' PR-FED BRa B5S3V6
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9.1'500 SQ.IN.
LREF 1•• 8830 INCHES
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
BTWT IZ82'BSWT 55T PR-FED BRB BIIS5VII
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
BTWT 1282,BSWT III1T PR-FED BRB BIIS5VII
BTWT 1282,BSWT 55T PR-FED BRB BIIS5VII
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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•FIN HINGE M~MENTS IN PITCH,
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FED
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BTWT 12112,BSWT 1I11? PR-FED BRB
BTWT 1282,BSWT 1I11? PR-FEO BRB
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FEO
BTWT 1282/BSWT 55? PR-FEO
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BTWT 1282/BSWT 'ST PR-FED BRB BSSSV6F
BTWT 1262/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BsssveF
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BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED
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8TWT lZ82/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BSS3veF
BTWT 1282/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5S3veF
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D4TA SET SYMBOL CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAY REFERENCE INFORMATION
(0085021 '~ BTWT 1282,BSWT 55? PR-FED BRB B5SSY8F 0.000 D.ODO SREF 9.7500 SQ. IN.141185121 BTWT 1282,BSWT 55., PR-FED BRB B'SlIVIIF" " 0.000 -40.000 LREF" 14.1I8S0 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET S·YMBOl. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DELTAV
IBD.,1021 ~ BTWT 1282/BSWT "., PR-FED BRB B,ssveF O.OOD 0.000I BD8st 21 BTWT 1282/BSWT "., PR-FED BRB B,ssveF 0.000 -40.000
IBD811221 8 BTWT 1282/BSWT "., PR-FED BRB B'SSV6F 0.000 -eo.oooIRD811S21 BTWT 1282/BSWT "., PR-FED BRB B,ssveF 0.000 -80.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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BTWT 1118Z/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BsSSVIIF
BTWT 121111/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BssSVIIF
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








BTWT lZ82/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5SSV8F
BTWT 1282/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5ssveF
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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II. se 58 .0 .e M 00 08 1'0 1'2 1'4 TO 1'8 80 82 84 80 ISlI '0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA OELT"V
(6085021 ~ BTWT t28Z/BSWT 551' PR-FEO BRB B5SSV6F 0.000 0.000(6085t21 BTWT tZ6Z/BSWT 551' PR-FED BRB B5SSV6F 0.000 -40.000
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FIN HINGE MDMENTS IN YAW
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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•FIN HINGE MDMENTS IN YAW
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
OATA HIST. CODE .~.A
. SYMBOl.. MACH
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FIN HINGE MDMENTS IN YAW
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-I. -I. -10 -. -. -. -. a-I.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA.
SYMeOL M"CH ~"R"METRIC VALUES
~ 1.800 "L~M" 1'2.'00 DELTAV 0.000'.'01'
DATA MIST. CODE
• • • • 10 I. I. I.
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB- B5S3V6F (BD8507) 13SEP 72 PAGE 647
FIN NORMAL FORCE IN PITCH















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES













SCALE 0 •••99 PERCNT
BTWT 1282/BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB BSS3V6F (WD8S01J 13 SEP 72 PAGE 648
FIN NORMAL FORCE IN PITCH
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BTWT t28Z/BSWT SS? PR-FED
BTWT tZ82/BSWT SST PR-FED


















SCALE 0 ••a99 PERCNT
MACH .35 PAGE 64~
FIN NORMAL FORCE IN PITCH
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BTWT 1282,BSWT SST PR-FEO
BTWT 1282,BSWT '5T PR-FED
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rlN NORMAL FORCE IN PITCH
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BTWT lZ8Z/BSWT SST PR-FEO
BTWT lZIIZ/BSWT SST PR-FEO























MACH .90 PAGE 651
FIN NDRMAL FDRCE IN PITCH
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BTWT 1282'BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5SSV8F
BTWT lZ82'BSWT 557 PR-FED BRB B5SSV8F

















MACH .95 PAGE 652
\FIN NORMAL FORCE IN PITCH
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BTWT 12.2/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB
BTWT 1282/BSWT "T PR-FED BRB














LREF 14 •••50 INCHES
BREF 14 •••50 INCHES
lCMRP 0 ••000 LBODY
YMRP 0.0000 I~CHES
ZMRP 0.0000 INCHES
SCALE - 0 •••99 PERCNT
MACH 1. 00 PAGE 653
FIN NORMAL FORCE IN PITCH
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BTWT la8a/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB BSS~Y.F
BTWT laeZ/BSWT SST PR-FED BRB B5S~YIIF
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SCALE 0."'9 i PERCHT
MACH .1. 1-0 PAGE 655
FIN NORMAL FORCE IN PITCH
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BTWT lt8Z'BSWT I'? FR-FED
BTWT lZ8Z,BSWT ,,? PR-FED
BTWT lZ8Z,BSWT ,,? PR-FED
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•FIN NORMAL FORCE IN PITCH
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IITWT 1.8.,BSWT SS? ~R-~D BRB B'S'VII~
BTWT 1.1.'BSwt SS? ~R-FED BRB B'S'VII~
DATA MOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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lITWT 12l12'SSWT 557 PR-VED BRB B5SSV8V
BTWT 12IZ'BSWT 557 PR-VED BRB B5SSV.F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS


















SCALE 0 •••99 PERCNT
MACH 2.70 PAGE 658
FIN NORMAL FORCE IN PITCH
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_0.1. I----+---+---+---t---t---i---ir---t---t---+---+--+---t---t---i---.---+_---I
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
I' II • 0 •• .. •• .,0
.,. .,
.,1 IG 12 •• I' .1 IG
DATA SET SYMBOL CON"I~URATION DESCRIPTION
lID8'OZ): 0 BTWT IZ8ZJ'BSWT "., PR-VED
lID8'IZ) 2! BTWT IZ.ZJ'BSWT "T PR-VED
lID.'2Z) 8 ITWT IZ.ZJ'BSWT "., PR-VED


























SCALE 0 ••••9 PERC NT
MACH 3.51 PAGE 659
FIN NDRMAL FDRCE IN YAW
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
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FIN NORMAL FORCE IN YAW
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA HI'T. CODE *G*A
SYMBOl. MACH
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